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ANT A FE NEW MEXICAN
Santa fe, n.

VOL. 43.
COLOSSAL

GIFTS

STATEHOOD

Judge Reynolds of
St. Louis Urges
"Yea" Vote.
C0NGESS

VERYGENEROUS

People Should Vote for JointureWill Never Have
as Good a Chance.
Judge Matt. Q. Reynold, presiding
state
judge of the circuit court of the
of Missouri, In the city of St. Iauis, Is
in the Capital for, few days on his
way home. He came here from Conejos, Colorado, where 'be has been
angling for mountain trout and taking
a rest. Judge Reynolds first arrived
to tlhe Territory In 1891, during which
year he was appointed attorney for the
United States with the U. S. Court of
Private Land Claims, a very import
ant position. He then visited Santa
Fe yearly up to .the time of the ending of the court which was three years
ago. He spends many months yearly
In this Capita!, in New Mexico and
part of lUho. time in Colorado and
Arizona in Ills official capacity. His
record as an official and as a successful lawyer Is remarkably good and
stamps him as a lawyer of great legal
ability, a thorough student, and as
very successful in obtaining court decisions for the side which he represents. During his long term of office
he defended the Interests of the United States and of the people in the
settlement ' of titles to Spanish and
Mexican land grants in this section so
admirably and so well that only about
seven millions of acres of land were
confirmed to claimants, while claims
to many more millions of acres of land
were rejected, the latter having been;
established by the efforts of Judge
Reynolds and his assistants to be
either Illegal or fraudulent or not
made in accordance with the laws
and customs of Spain and Mexico governing In such coses. He wae "persona non grata" to many land grant
claimants and attorneys during that
time, but he did his duty manfully
and thoroughly. Upon the expiration
of his term he resumed the active
practice of law la St. 'Louis and on
election day" November, 190w was
chosen to the very honorable and dignified office of circuit judge on the
Republican ticket by a very complimentary and satisfactory majority.
The term for which he was elected Is
six years.
Well Qualified to Speak.
Judge Reynolds who is thoroughly
acquainted with New Mexico's conditions and affairs and keeps constant
"tab" on them, he being a' reader of
the Daily New Mexican was asked
by a representative of the New Mexican as to his observations on conditions during his present visit here.
The Judge said:
"I am very much gratified at the
marked Improvements going on- in he
city of Santa Fe since my visit here
a year ago. A great number of new
buildings are going up, a magnificent
high school building has been completed, a modern jail is being erected,
a neat watd school house is being
built, and several very creditable business blocks are under construction, all
of which is evidence of the thrift and
enterprise of the people of Santa Fe,
and are worthy of comroedatlon. My
observations on this present trip
through the Territory 'indicate that it
is to a prosperous condition, Dhe peo
ple are happy and industrious, which
justifies the prediction that I made
fifteen years ago about this time,
when I first came to the Territory as
a U. S. attorney for the court of private land claims for the purpose of
settling titles o? various land grants
in southern Colorado, New Mexico and
Arizona.
.
,

The administration
Idly increasing.
of the laws within my observation
has been very efficient. Investments
of money In this Territory and In
Arizona 'have always been protected
burdens have
and no unnecessary
been placed upon them, in my observation; I have had some experience
in the 'matter, as a representative of
capital itthat has been, invested here.
Take it all to all, I think the people,
while they may feel that they are not
getting that to which .they are Justly
entitled, ought to vote in favor of
joint statehood and I hope that the
voters of both territories will
in favor of statehood, as offered
them under the Hamilton law. The
provisions of the enabling act are the
most liberal and generous ever granted and if not now accepted, In my
opinion, will never again be offered to
your people.
Must Look at Future Prospects.
"While I have always sympathized
with the people of New Mexico In
their desire for separate statehood
under the stipulations of the treaty
of Guadalupe Hidalgo, yet we must
meet present conditions with an eye
to the future and upon that theory,
I believe the people of the two territories would make a mistake by turning down joint statehood.
" A careful
perusal of the act induces me to say that the benefits to
be derived from its adoption might
be called 'colossal'; the sooner your
people become a state the more quickly will you receive proper recognition
by the Congress, by .the national administration and by men who have
capital to Invest in your grand and
still undeveloped resources.
In my
opinion, every day that you are in
a territorial condition you are losing,
and that greatly. Now is the time and
this Is the place. As a sincere well
wl'sher and friend of the people of
New Mexico and Arizona, among
whom I am proud to say I have many
warm friends, I trust that on election
day In November, coming, they will
vote 'yea' upon tlhe question 'Shall
New Mexico and Arizona 'be united
into one state?' "
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AMERICANS WHIP
PULAJANE WARRIORS
Killed Between 50 and 150 and Routed
After a Desperate

Battle.
Manila, July 25. A detachment of
the 24th Infantry,- colored, and a com
pany of native constabulary were at
s
tacked yesterday by hundreds of
between the towns of Toloss
and Domami, on the Island of Leyte,
and a desperate battle took place, resulting In the rout of the fanatics with
a loss of fifty killed and more than
sixty wounded. The only American
casualties were one sergeant of Constabulary .wounded.
A later estimate places the number
of Pulajanes dead and wounded at
one hundred and fifty. The fight took
place in a thick underwood and lasted
thirty minutes. Five hundred Pulajanes, armed with guns and bolos,
charged the American column three
times. The Americans consisted of
color-efifty constabulary and twenty-sisoldiers, commanded by Capt.

d

JEMEZ SPRINGS STORE
ROBBED AND THIEF CAUGHT.

'

During the absence of Moses
a well known merchant at
Jemez Hot Springs, his etore was
entered last Friday night, and the safe
was robbed of money and checks
amounting to about ?300. The thief
was discovered to be Claude Leonard,
a trusted employe of Mr. Abousleman.
He confessed to have entered the
store, and showed where he had hidden the money, but he said that he had
destroyed the checks. Leonard was
arrested and given a preliminary hearing Monday in the court of the Justice
of the peace at Canon. Mr. Abousleman was engaged In dipping sheep at
San Antonio Springs at the time the
.
burglary was committed. - -
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Chicago, "July 25. Louis A. Gour- daln came back to Chicago Sunday af
ternoon, with several new Ideas. He
told a crowd of newspaper reporters
at his "Imperial 'bank," 179 Jackson
Boulevard, that he wouldn't accept
District Attorney Morrison's kind of
fer to "send him to the penitentiary
in seven minutes."
Mr. Morrison had said that all Gour-daineeded to do was to appear before him with a motion to set aside
his appeal and he would see that some
for
arranged
immediately
Judge
Gourdaln's entering the Jollet prison
f
and beginning his four and
years' sentence for operating a lottery.
Gourdain looked fatigued. He said
be hadn't slept Since he left Chicago
a week ago to see the supremo court
Judges la the east. He had eaten
yes but only after a four days' fast,
when he saw It was hopeless trying
to get a supreme court justice to hoar
Ms petition.
"If I should go before Judge Landls
or Judge Grosscup," said Gourdain
"and ask them to set aside the supersedeas under which I was released It
would put me in the position of having sanctioned the unwarranted petition filed by my attorneys. I'm not
going to withdraw something T didn't

New York, July 25. Encased in an
hermetically sealed receptable, placed
within asolid mahogany coffin, thebody
of Russell Sage will today be placed
In a Chilled steel case, four inches
thick, riveted with steel liolts, locked
with a lock which can be opened from
the inside, and lowered Into a grave,
carpeted and lined with evergreens
on which clods will be heaped and a
mound of earth built. The steel case
weifjhs three tons. It was shipped to
Oakland Oemotery, Troy, yesterday.
Electric Alarms on Grave.
After the body is lowered Into the
grave, wires will be strung so that
an Immediate alarm will be given
should any attempt be made to tamper with the grave.1 The cost of this
protection will be a greater sum than
ewr before expended In the burial of
a private citizen in this country. Mrs.
Sage readily consented to the proposal
for safeguarding, the grave of her
husband, having had a dread of the
violation of graves ever since the
theft of the body of the late A. T.
''
Stewart.
Financiers' Body Ready for Burial.
New York, July 25. The body of
Russell Sage was removed today from
its residence on Fifth Avenue to be
taken - Troy, for Interment.
The
entire first floor of the residence was
filled with floral tributes.' A few Intimate friends of Mr. and Mrs. Sage
heard the prayers read by Rev. Dr.
Andrew Hageman before the removal
of the body from the houso.
Buried By Side of First Wife.
Troy, N. Y., July 25. The body of
Russell Sage was burled in Oakland
cemetery here today beside the body
of his first wife. The words to be
engraved on his monument are:
"I have done the best that I could
by the light of the day'

file."

Clayton, N. M. July 25. Confinement in the county jail is telling on
L. D. Bolton, charged with the murder of Carl Gllg, a wealthy sheepman
in this city Friday, July 13. Whether
he is trying to starve himself to death
and thus defeat justice or because
of ill health and the Incident loss of
appetite, he refuses to eat anything
and. has wasted almost to a skeleton.
He has become very weak and is confined to his couch.
The belief Is
growing that the man is insane.
Bolton was given a preliminary
hearing Monday before Justice John
Fourteen witnesses were
Springer.
examined, eight of whom were for the
Territory, and six for the defense. At.
the conclusion of the taking of testimony the prisoner was remauded to
the county jail without bond to await
the action of the grand jury.
According to the story of the witnesses ior the Territory, Bolton was
seen coming down the street with a
revolver in his hand, and fired several
shot at George Hobson. The latter
ran into a saloon and escaped. Bolton then shot Gilg who had been with
Hobson. The testimony adduced by
the witnesses for the defense was to
the effect that Bolton had shot Gilg
by accident Bolton did not take the
stand in his own deiense and listened to the proceedings without any
show of emotion.
District Attorney Leahy of Raton appeared for the prosecution, and Attorneys John Pace and W. J. Eaton,
also of Raton, for the defense.
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Remains Placed in Four Inch From Pueblos and ReservaSteel Box Lock on
tions in New Mexico and
Inside.
in Arizona

one-hal-

To Answer For the Killing of Carl
Gilg at Clayton It Slowly Starving.

COSTS

In His Own Penitentiary- Has Hired Warden and
Guards.

n

BOLTON HELD
WITHOUT BAIL

Abous-lema-

ALARM

In Haste to Bulla Knson.
Thon he said he would start at one,
building the "penitentiary annex" he
has exploited, at Jollet and have it all
ready la case the United States Supreme Court fails to grant his petition
to October.
He left last night for
Jollet. 'His program for today is a
visit" to some church, in company with
his wife and son, who are at the Duncan Hotel In Joliet. He'll stay in the
cottage he has rented from a prison
employe, near the penitentiary, he
;:
r- says. "
These are Gourdain's new "Ideas."
"Monday I will (start to give away
$4,000,000 to persons who have lost
money Investing In my enterprises,
which the government has held
I figure I have taken in from
$800,000 to $1,500,000 a month in the
last four years.
"I shall post notices to that effect
1n every postoffice in the United
States. That's the only way I can get
a list of the names.
"While In New York I engaged a
warden and an assistant warden for
my penitentiary annex. They will
leave jobs In another prison. I'll pay
them Just double the salaries of those
officials In the Jol'iet penitentiary.
"I have hired six Chicago men as
guards. They will receive double the
salary of guards at Joliet.
"I will be furnished with plans and
specifications for my prison annex on
Monday. Architect Campbell of Jollet
Is preparing them. The prison will be
40 by 40 a Teplica of the one owned
by the state.
"I will make shoes, shirts, coats, and
shovel coal In my little penitentiary.
Fires Attorney for Freeing Him.
"I have fired my attorney, W. Knox
Haynes, He was getting $500 a month
from me,' but his ill advised attempt
to keep me from serving my sentence
in Jollet has killed the goose that laid
his golden eggs.
"When I have finished my sentence
I'll give the building to the government, with all the rest of my property
except the yacht Imperial.
"When I have finished my sentence
I'll sail away with my family to my
yacht and found a republic on one of
the South Sea Islands that I purchased some time ago to he used in
such a contingency.
"I'd rather live In the Joliet penitentiary than in the Auditorium An
nex, where the air is contaminated by
smoke from Illinois Central trains.
"I don't care for money or any material things in life. I don't read. It
spoils a 'man's brain. All I do for en
joyment Is sleep."
Gourdaln told what he had eaten
in New York, when he broke his four
days' alleged fast last Wednesday, It
was two soft
boiled eggs, "three
poached eggs on toast, baked beans
crab meat salad, fried commeal mush,
j two plates of wheat cakes and a. pot
of coffee.
':
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FREIGHT HANDLERS
STRIKE SERIOUS
San Francisco, Calif., July 25.
About 500 freight handlers in the employ of the Southern Pacific Railroad
Company in Oakland went ou a
strike yesterday, demanding an into 25
crease in pay of from 22
cents an hour as was granted the
freight handlers on this side of the
bay, a week ago. The freight tie-uthreatens to become a situation of
the gravest peril to this city,, Officials
of the road have appealed to consignees to help clear the crowded
tracks by unloading their own freight
2

p

NEW ADDRESS T&
RUSSIAN

Superintendent Clinton J. Crandall,
official in
charge of the U. S. Indian Training
School in this city, has returned from
a visit to the Arkansas Valley In the
vicinity of Rocky Ford in Colorado,
where a large number of young Indians are engaged In the sugar beet
fields and In the sugar factories of
that section. Superintendent Crandall
enjoyed his visit there greatly, and
is particularly well pleased with the
good work and the proper behavior
of the New Mexico and Arizona InThere are
dians employed there.
about 500 in all, 70 were there from
the Santa Fe Training School. Their
wages in the fields are 15 cents per
hour. They board and lodge themselves. They live in tents and have
wood and water furnished them free.
Their boarding costs them about 20
cents per day and as they work from
ten to twelve hours per day, there
is a handsome surplus for them. In
the beet sugar factories, higher wages
are paid than in the fields. They are
divided into detachments of ten with
an overseer to each detachment. They
are docile, obedient, steady workers,
obey the foreman readily and give no
trouble. The managers of the beet
sugar factories and the farmers who
employ them, prefer them to white,
colored, or any other labor and cannot get enough of them. The detachment from the local school bears the
"
In
best . reputation and is
work and behavior. The boys are
generally from sixteen to eighteen
years of age and but few are over
twenty.
Dy the first of October, over 600
men will be employed for the "campaign" by the factories and the managers are endeavoring to get as many
Indians as they can possibly obtain.
There are factories now located at
Rockv Ford. Swlnk. Hollev and Snjrar
Tlie a'rrA' iimagar be
has.
greatly increased and the beet crop
(s found very profitable for the farmers In that vicinity. The irrigation
systems are very good, scientifically
laid out, properly maintained and the
water supply this year has been abundant. A good many of the young Indians, who are pupils at the school in
this city, in Albuquerque, at the different Pueblos in this Territory and
Arizona, are expected to return home
within the next week. , Many young
men who have finished their courses
at school, will remain to do work In
the factories until the season closes.
Superintendent Crandall is proud of
the fact that Indian labor in the sugar
beet fields both for field work and
in the factories, is in strong demand
and is considered the most reliable
and most satisfactory offered there to
employers. The money earned by the
young men is not spent recklessly, but
is brought back to the schools and
to their homes and then Superintendent
Crandall and other officials in charge
at the several schools and pueblos,
see to It that the money is used to
the best advantage possible or placed
In savings banks.
The Holley Construction Company
at Holley and the American Refining
Company, Rocky Ford, as well as
the Havemeyer factory at Sugar City
cannot be supplied with the Indian
labor they desire.
The canteloupe crop in the Arkansas
Valley this year will be great and the
canteloupes promise to be of a fine
variety. The harvest will he in full
Wast about September 1st and prepa
rations for shipping many oar loads
to the eastern stales are going on,
That section of Colorado looks very
prosperous and inviting. The pupils
from the local Indian school have
worked for the American Suger Refining ompany.
A number of Moquis have returned
to their hbmes in Arizona. They are
good workers and took with them
quite a handsome sum of money in
savings. Shalako, a Moqui chief, was
with his people for some time. The
old man is over eighty years of age,
but, nevertheless, went to work in
the fields to take home a little money
for his grandchildren.
He also de
sired to visit Ralph P, COllins, who
was at one time In charge of the Moqui Pueblo, while In the Indian ser
vice. On the fourth of July last he
ran a race with several active young
white men and won.
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PEOPLE

Issued by Dissenting
Members of Late

Douma.
y
n
And
Escaped
Castle Burning Factory-Hand- s
Strike.
Killed--Assassi-

St. Petersburg, July 25. Count Hey-dePrince Lvoff and M. Stakov, the

members of Parliament who refused
to sign the parliamentary address to
the country issued at VibOrg, today Issued a separate address appealing to
the people to submit to .the imperial
decree dissolving Parliament and prepare for an election of a new Parliament. The address points out that
the Emperor acted within his constitutional rights and that it would he
a crime in the midst of the present
dangers to attempt to shake the
power of the sovereign. The address
concludes:
"Resistance, with force, not only
means an enormous number of fruitless sacrifices, but will also bring holy
Russia to final economic and political ruin."
Revolutionists Burn Ancient Cattle.
Mitau, Russia, July 25. Rempten
Castle, near Tukum, one of the finest
and moat ancient in Courland Is in
are
Armed revolutionists
flames.
again In possession of the surrounding
country. Two columns of troops are
advancing respectively from the east
and west.
Troops Still Arriving in Moscow.
Moscow, July 25. The massing of
troops to this ci ty continues. The
railroad lines are carefully
guarded and the whole city Is under
martial law. ,
.
Out on Strike.
9,000 Factory Hand
Riga, July 25 Nine thousand factory workmen struck here today.
British Legation Protects Fugitives.
Teheran, Persia, July 25. Political
discontent here Is again assuming an
acute phase. The people are loudly demanding a dismissal of the grand
vizier, a return of the Mullahs and a
codification of the laws. The Mullahs
areiow assembled at Kura, the great
Shlah place of pilgrimage. There are
over 5,000 refugees under the protection of the British legation here.
Stabbed Army Qfflcer to Death.
Warsaw, July 25. Colonel
of the gendarmes, was stabbed
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PLANNED FOR BELEN.

,
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Did Not Sound Good To Prevent Theft of In Sugar Beet Fields
of Arkansas
to L. A. Gour-daiBody of Dead
Financier.
Valley.
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Pula-Jane-

Should Unite For Statehood.
"I am sorry to notice that the territories of New-- Mexico and Arizona are
not agreed upon the question of state
hood. It was to be hoped that some
basis for an agreement among the
pie could be reached, and it Is yet to
be hoped that they will be able to do
so. While It may seem Inequitable at
the present time to force the two terrl- torles to Join as one state, yet in the
future it will be best and the state
when once admitted, will carve out Its
own grand destiny. The new state
would become one of the richest and
most prosperous in the Union in due
course of time. The object, of course.
of the Foraker amendment, was to
test the sentiment of the two terrl
torles with reference to jointure and
I am Inclined to believe people of the
east, or a large majority, think the
test of this sentiment, under the Foraker amendment, rather correct.
"I do not think that Congress will
any longer tamper or temporize with
the question of the admission of the
remaining territories If either one
should vote largely to favor of a
which the convention may
frame. Although either one might
vote against the jointure, it will ultimately result in Congress exercising
.its rights and power to admit them
both as one state, irrespective of a
vote. It is more than likely that when
Congress shall again convene, the
new state will be admitted regardless
of the Foraker amendment The value
of property to the 'errltorles la rap- -

PRISON

m.,

Belen, N. M., July 25. Belen business men have several Important projects on the string which aire expected to materialize soon. One of them
Is for the erection of a wool scouring
plant. In which they are endeavoring
to Interest eastern capitalists.
Another Is for an eJectrio light plant,
which. Is badly needed to the bustling
little town.

FIRE-KILLE-

Bulletin for Homeseekers and Immigrants to Southwest By Santa
Fe Railway System.
The New Mexican Is in receipt of a
copy of a booklet entitled "Free U.
S. Government Lands Along the Santa Fe, Where They Are and How to
Get Them," which was compiled for
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe
Railway by C. L. Scagraves, the general colonization agent who has his
headquarters in Chicago. The pam
phlet in brief tells about the free government land tributary to the Santa
Fe route and also gives a synopsis of
the homestead and desert land laws
of the United States. It will prove
valuable to the homeseeker who contemplates making homestead or desert
land entry on public lands In the
great southwest.
The booklet contalnB a fund of Information for the prospective settler
in addition to a description of the public domain open to settlement and extracts from the laws under which he
may secure a free home from Uncle
Sam. A number of fine
pictures reproduced from actual photographs appear In the pamphlet and
many are wlso published of California,
Colorado and
Nebraska, Wyoming,
Utah.
Much of the Information contained in the pamphlet U taken from
the bulletin Issued by the Bureau of
Immigration of New Mexico, entitled
"Ho, To the Land of Sunshine," of
which 10,000 copies have been printed
and distributed since July 1, 1905.
Among the pictures appearing In
this Santa Fe route booklet which attract the most attention, is one showing an artesian well in the Pecos Valley of New Mexico spouting a steady
stream of water almost twice as high
as the men standing erect in the
background and another illustrating
the method of irrigating in the Rio
Grande Valley of New Mexico. Another picture Is that of a farm scene in
the southwest Which has for Its principal object, to show the difference
between farmhouses of 1895 and 1905.
The older dwelling is nothing more
than a small log cabin while the one
of more recent date Is a comfortable
two story frame residence. There is
an air of prosperity about the place
and the picture gives one a good Idea
of the rapid progress that has been
made in this section of the country
within the past decade.
Other half tone cuts contained in
the pamphlet show an alfalfa field In
Arizona, a farm scene in Colorado, another in Kansas and a vineyard In
California. The engravings were previously published in The Earth, an
agricultural magazine whlclvls print
ed in Chicago, under the auspices of
cue passenger department of the,J3anta
Fe Railway System,.
r ..'
Eastern and western farmers who
are not satisfied with their present
conditions will do well to peruse this
booklet It is filled with Interesting
reading matter and points out a way
for them to secure a homestead at a
nominal cost. Copies can be had free
of charge by applying to C. L.
colonization agent, Santa Fe
Hallway System, Chicago, Illinois.
half-ton-
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CHARGED WITH
DAMAGING ENGINES
Lewis Myers. Arrested at Las Vegas
ana orougnt Here Arraigned
Before Judge McFie.
Lewis Myers arrested by Captain
Fred Fornoff of the Mounted Police
at Las Vegas Monday where he was
employed as a machlnest by the San
ta e Railway Company and brought
to the Territorial Penitentiary here
yesterday for safe keeping, was today
arraigned before Judge John McFIe,
sitting m the United States court, on
a charge of maliciously conspiring to
prevent the operation of trains on the
Santa Fe. He pleaded not guilty and
was held under a bond of $3,000 for
trial.
His hearing will take place before Judge McFie In chambers, August 4 at which time. It Is said that interesting testimony will be given.
Myers was arrested on a warrant Issued by a United States Commissioner
at Las Vegas. Captain Fomoff said
he also had a warrant issued by a
Justice of the peace at that place.
When the train bearing the officer
and his prisoner
reached Lamy,
United States Deputy Marshal William
R. Forbes, served a warrant on Myers,
in which the technical charge against
the man was the placing of steel filings and emory In oil cups of Santa
Fe engines during the recent machinists' strike on that railway.
Myers made considerable fuss whe
arrested at Las Vegas, asking that he
be percltt-f- . to see 4'i nUornc, bp
arraigned there, etc. Captain Fornoff
refused to show him any .favors, saying that he did not want the man to
communicate with his friends or any
one likely to spread the Information
of his arrest. "Ben" Williams, a
deputy sheriff of San Miguel County
and a special officer for the Santa Fe
Railway Company assisted In the arrest, the sheriff of that county being
absent from the city.
Captain Fornoff said today that he
had secured evidence against Myers,
showing that he waB In close relations
with another Santta Fe machinist,
who Is now serving a sentence of
three years In the Territorial Penitentiary for a simillar offense. This man
was convicted In Bernalillo County
and was formerly employed In the
machine shops at Albuquerque.
Myers told Judge McFIe that he was
not guilty as charged and that his arrest was a complete surprise.

D

TIMBER SALABLE

Says J. D, Warner
Inspector of

Forests.
SUPPLY

ONWs

RESERVE

Makes Good Box
Lumber Railroad Ties
and Poles.

Is Large.

After making a thorough investigation of the Pecos and Jemez Forest
Reserves, Joseph DeWitt Warner, an
assistant traveling Inspector connected with federal forestry bureau, finds
that there Is considerable burnt tlm-- .
ber that is available for commercial
purposes.
Most of the trees which have been
killed by forest fires are in the Pecos
Reserve. Mr. Warner estimates that
the area of burnt timber In this reserve
40,000 acres, and he figures
that it can be converted Into 304,000
cords of fire wood, 1,000,000 railroad
ties, or 200,000 poles.
Although it has been known for a
timnumber of years that
ber in the great forest reserves had
a commercial value for railroad ties
and poles of various kinds in addition
to being used as fuel, it has only recently been demonstrated by the forestry bureau that there are many other
uses for this timber, and that In
certain requests it has actual advantages over green wood. These facts
have been deduced from a study of
the Pike's Peak Forest Reserve, where
the ravages of fire have been particularly widespread and destructive. Burned timber is now being converted into
lumber for box boards and It has proved excellent for this purpose. The
time that has elapsed since the burning seems to make no great difference
In the value of the wood, except In
cases where there Is little left of the
tree. Timber used for box purposes
has been burned all the way from
three to
years.
Inspectors Now Looking Over Timbers
The government has four of Its officials in the forestry service now at
work inspecting the burned areas in
the various forest reserves with a
view of having the trees thus killed,
felled and made use of Instead of
leaving them standing to rot and fall.
Under ordinary conditions practicalcan be used for
ly all of the timbernothtflr.'-anw alone purpose or
ready mentioned a good deal of It can
be utilized for making wooden boxes.
In this connection the following
from a recent bulletin Issued by the
forestry bureau Is of Interest:
"Red fir is preferred for railroad
ties, then yellow pine, limber pine,
and range pine. White pine has been
objected to because of Its lack of
durability, but It is now taken in
many places. At Rosemont, Colorado,
burned timber of all kinds is made in
to ties, some of the material having
been burned fifty years ago. It Is
asserted that dry ties last as long as
green ties and in many cases longer,
On the Cripple Creek 'short line' they
were more satisfactory than green
pine ties from Texas. Dry ties hold
a spike well, and a tie plate does not
cut Into the wood so seriously as it
does in the case of a green tie. En- lemann spruce is as good as other
species as far as mechanical wear is
concerned, but It decays much quicker
and so should be given a preservative
treatment.
First Use of Fire Timber.
'Burned timber was first used for
boxes by the Denver Crate and Box
Company in February, 1903, the spe
cies used being Englemann spruce
and lOdgepole pine, With some red fir
and limber pine. The material used
had been burned from one and onehalf
to four years. The Englemann spruce
was excellent, and the lodgepole pine
also gave good results. The fire seasoning had driven the odor out of the
pine so that It could be used for packing crackers and biscuits. Also, on
account of the perfect' seasoning the
boxes remained tight when put up
and therefore sold better than green
boxes.
"For mine timbers all species are
used, If of the requisite size. Dry
timber is preferred because of Its
lightness, durability, and stiffness, all
principally due to Its better season1

fifty-fiv-

e

ing.

Burnt Trees Sometimes Preferred.
tim"For many purposes
ber should be preferred to green timber because It Is so well seasoned.
This seasoning makes It more durable
than green timber, and also makes It
lighter, so that Its cost of transportation Is appreciably less, and it, is
therefore available, not only for num
erous local uses, but for shipping long
distances. Actual experience with the
timber proves that Its utilization should be a source of profit to
the reserve."
Mr. Warner has been in this city
for the past week. He leaves tomor.
row for Beaver, Utah.
fire-kille- d

d

The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hand a large supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
merchants; good anywhere. We will
sell them at five cents In book form,

The Santa Fe Dally New Mexican
.A "want ad" in the New Mexican Largest and best equipped Bindery
Is headquarters for all kinds of blanks.
In the Southwest
,
brings sure results..
-
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CANNOT LAST LONG.
very plain that, tho recent exposures of packing hotmo. mot hods In
Chicago and other large meat packing
centers have seriously injured the ex-- I
port trade ot the United States in
meat and similar looci stuns tor we
time being. Tihis cannot last long in
the very nature of things. Clreat Britain, Germany and France must have
these food stuffs and tho only country they can buy them from is the
L' nlted States.
The New York Even-InSun comments upon the question
pithily ii nd sensibly when it says that
a result of the recent Agitation is that
the German authorities 'have made new
regulations for the inspection of our
refrigerated meat though no revelations were made with regard to that
article which will virtually kill the
trade for some time to come. We say
"for some time" advisedly. For though
there may be great loss to our packers,
.lmntrli dm Itwliictw mfiv ,hn nffnntorl
seriously for a time, our Gorman
are bound to take a sane view!
of the situation in the long run.
Wo quoted from a consular re.
port, the other day in which It was set
forth that Great Britain and Germany
cannot possibly get along without our,
food products. Not only 'had t'holr demand been a growing one, but it;
tended to exceed the supply available
here. A significant dispatch from Ber-- j
lln, about, the same time, emphasized
the fact Hint the market In dog and;
horse flesh was growing rapidly.
The thing that did most harm was
the failure to give information about
the packing houses in detail, and
between those which were
properly conducted and fhrse wWeh
were not. Hence the sweeping and
unjust condemnation of our products'
abroad which only time will remedy.
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S "ATE.

The great importance of having men
chosen as
(jf the highest character
members of the Constitutional Convention, is recognized by all. In the
performance of this duty the new
State Is entitled to the services of its
mofat able, Intelligent and experienced
citizens.
The New Mexican is glad to know
that New Mexico contains a large
number of men who are competent for
i his work.
Especially among the newer set of its public men there are
who have given careful study
many
to the science of government, and
there are several who have held office in other states and bring the exAmong
perience of various systems.
native New Mexicans there are men
who have an intimate acquaintance
with local conditions which will be
very valuable In the practical features
or the work.
All elements are necessary in the convention, in order that
there may be the fullest knawledge
of every subject involved.
The Territory has also some citizens who have already had experience
in constitutional work, which will be
valuable now, and 11 is of them that
tliis paper speak especially today.
Not. one of the members of the first
Conventions of
two Constitutional
New Mexico survive. They were held
many years ago, and the last, of their
members has departed.
At least two citizens of New Mexico have had experience with constitutions in other states. Honorable Henry
L Waldo, who always carefully preserves tus New Mexico citizenship as
a resident of Las Vegas, saw his first
public service as a member of a ConConvention in California,
stitutional
before settling in New Mexico, and
has always retained a high reputation
as a constitutional lawyer. Honorable
U Bradford Prince is known in New
York as the father of the constitutional amendments of 1874 in that stale.
He introduced the bill for the Commission which formulated them and
had charge of them in the legislature
during both sessions required for their
passage, and then wrote the explanatory pamphlet used throughout the
state in the campaign for their adoption by the people.
Of the Constitutional Convention of
and
1890 about a half yet survive;
their experience will be valuable now.
That convention consisted of seventy-five
members, but a number of
them, especially from Taos, Valencia,
Rio Arriba and Socorro, attended very
little, if at all, so that the work was
practically done by fifty men. One of
the most valuable members, Judge
Warren Bristol, died before the adjourned session oi the convention in
August 1S90. Since then R Haber-lanii. S. Rodey, J. A. Whltmore, L.
R. S. Paulin and R. M. White have
left the Territory; and many of the
most prominent members, including
Colonel Chavez, the President, have
died.

But among the survivors are the fol
who took an active and Influential part in the proceedings, and whose
E.
good work should not forgotten:
S. Stover, Alejandro Sandoval, Marcos C. de Baca, Perfector Armljo, A.
,
C. Voorbees. E. W. Fox, Martin
C. B. Eddy, T. W. Heman, Mateo
I.ujan. Trinidad Romero, J. M. C.
Chaves, Anicelo Abeyta, T. B, Catron, F. W. Clancy, Nicholas Galles, D.
C. Winters, Manuel C. de Baca, ,T. Gr
Clancy, Jefferson Raynolds, Edward
Henry, G. W. Prichard, W. H. Shupp.
Frank Springer, W. E. Kelley, Deme-trlPerez, E. A. Dow, and Patrocinio

lowing,

Loh-man-

o

Luna.
Of those who made the active campaign in favor of the constitution in
1890, nearly all are dead. Honorable
L. B. Prince was then governor, and
was the leader In the campaign; but

the others who were most active, like
Colonel Chavez, Judge Trimble, Major
Sena, Governor Axtell and Honorable
M. S. Otero have gone to the great
beyond. On the other hand, the three
most vigorous opponents of the constitution in that campaign, Messrs. Child-ers- ,
Ferguson and Field survive.
MEXICO WILL TAKE CARE OF

IT-

SELF.
For some time rumors have come
from Mexico towns to the effect that
there was a great and growing
sentiment, especially among
the middle and lower classes of the
people and also that a revolutionary
spirit was growing constantly, that
the latter would soon be strong enough
to make itself felt and give the Diaz
government serious trouble. A careful Investigation of the conditions of
the sister Republic shows that there
is mighty little whereupon to base
these rumors and statements and that
is today
the Mexican government
stronger and more firmly established
than at any time In its history. Careful Investigations also prove conclusively that the country was never as
prosperous as It Is now and that It
never before Increased In population
and In modern progress as at this
time. It seems that there are mighty
few Mexicans behind the alleged
moveand
ments, but that there are some Americans who have Interests in the land
of the Montezumas who are creatine
the talk for their own purposes and
benefits and to carry out plans of theli
own whatever they may be.
The Denver Republican takes the
right view of the situation when v it
says:
"The report of a contemplated
n

movement among the laboring classes
to drive all foreigners
Mexico
out of the country is ridiculed and
W..
n..,l...lt!nc r.f
the Republic. It is declared by men
in a position to know that there is
no truth whatever In the story that
the peace of the Republic is in danger,
and that the sixteenth of September
has been designated as the time for
a revolt against the presence of for
eigners.
".doxico Is a tranquil and peaceful
a country as there ts lu the whob
world, and it will continue so as long,
at least, ns Diaz remains at the head
of affairs. He suppressed the revolutionary spirit when it was still strong
and the country bud learned little or
nothing about the blessings of peace
Certainly
and industrial prosperity.
now when peace has long been main
t ained and a generation Is coming on
which has never known a revolution.
he is still able to preserve order and
protection to the lives and prop.
erty of all the people, whether oil
or aliens, natives or of foreign
oirth.
.
"Foreign capital and foreign energy
and enterprise have done so much for
Mexico that there Is all the reason In
world why tho intelligent people
welcome
should
of that country
Americans and Europeans who may
come with means to develop mines,
build factories, construct railroads or
engage in enterprises ot other kinds
which will promote the material welfare of the Republic. In fact, Mexicans of that class appreciate the truth
of this In every way: and they are so
nr- completely domant in all public
fairs that the laboring classes couldnot attempt to start, a hostile moveresioeius,
ment against foreign-bornow
living in
"No daiibt Americans
Mevico understand the situation fully
and hence will not ho frightened away
or greatly disturbed. In all probabilwill soon
ity the report3 of a revolt,
die out and soon be forgotten."
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The New Mexican Printing
WW ' prepare to fill promptly and
satisfactorily all orders for engraved
visiting cards, marriage announcei...,un,iAno
'
' on1 all wnrk nf Hint
Com-frien-

-

W1LH

'T nia.

TmpaUnlo
ihJ

ot .
office and examine
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Mexican
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dumpies

and prl.iei.
The New Mexican Printing Company
is prepared to fill promptly and satis-factorlly all orders for engraved visitIng cards, marriage announcements,:
Invitations and all work of that kind.
-

MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
The new marriage license law re
quires probate clerks to post three
copies of the new law In conspicuous
places In each precinct. The New
Mexican has printed the law neatly
on cardboard anil Is now ready lo fill
orders in English or Spanish at Ilfty
cents for each poster. Probate clerks
should enter their orders Immediately,
as the new law went into effect on

'

CAM-insur- e

PAIGN.

PIans .cr tne con,0. 0f the
campalsn. for this year
which hai already commenced, have
WHAT WE WILL DO.
and campaign work will Whenever
hopn n,ior.ie-yon want an easy shave
n(w eonimwee in earnest. The plans As good' hr barbers ever gave,
nave .,,ne n?1rova.i 0f President Roose-th- .litRf call on ns at our salon
v(4
ngreP,i to afur con.
Tnpv wpre
morn or eve or busy noon.
.
.
.
,
p
with
We'll curl and dress lie hair
cr Cannon, Chairman Sherman, Secregrace,
tary Louder. slager and Treasurer
We'll suit the contour of your face.
of the. committee. Democratic Our razor sharp and scissors l;cen,
leaders have heretofore
Our shop Is neat and towels are clean,
s
hat their party had a
And everything we think you'll find
chance lo carry ft majority of To suit Iho taste and nlease the mind
ihe House of Representatives, Novem- First class bath room. f. W. ftohert'f
ber fith next. This flatiterhig unction O. K. Barber Shop, 2t7 Salmon Block
will, according to all advices and indi- San Francisco Street, Santa Fe. N. M
cations, bo knocked info a cocked hat,
Well posted politicians and public"
The public is showing Its apprecla-moa a11 ov(,r the country now believe
t)on of the attractive circulars sent
t:)al tne Republlcallg wln nave a'good out by the New Mexican Printing
working majority in the COth Congress Company, In regard to rubber stamps,
New Mexico will surely go with the
procession as far as the election of a
Delegate Is concerned, and should the
joint state of Arizona bo creafed two
Republican Congressmen will be elected, for sneli are Ihe signs of the times
A STONE BRIDGE ON GALISTEO
and they nre strong and very apparent
STREET.
for Republican success.
The Board of County Commission
ers of this county will meet tomorrow
for the purpose of making a tax levy THE RATON RANGE IS 25 YEARS
OLD.
for the present year. The board lias
On the 21st of this month the Raton
before It a petition signed by over
300 tax payers and property owners, Range was twenty-fivyears of age.
con- The New Mexican has been
intimately
requesting that a stone bridge be
structed across the Santa Fe River acquainted with the career of the pap- or
a
during this quarter of a century
cn Galisteo Street. The petition is
meritorious and proper one. There is and it can consistently and truthfully
much itravel on that thoroughfare from say that the Range under its various
the south to the north side of the managements and editors has done
1
and
river. The present structure is un- yeoman work for the
advancement of the Gate City, for the
somewhat
and
Inconvenient
sightly,
unsafe. A new and 'handsome stone progress and material improvement, of
the
of Colfax, and for the gena
bridge there would be an improve- eral County of the
Sunshine Territory
good
ment J ha t would prove of benefit to
this
Under
its
long
during
period.
the city and of convenience and compresent,
fort to all classes of the population twice a management, beingIs published
not only
week, the paper
and business men especially. It will
continuing in the same strain, but Is
also enhance the value of property on also
being greatly improved and is
Galisteo Street north and south of the
doing better work than over. The peoNew Mexican Printing Company,
com'p'ara-llvelbe
would
cost
The
river.
ple of Raton in particular and of ColDealers, SanU Fo. New Mexico.
small. The petition should be fax
In
conto
be
County
general are
considered if
properly
favorably
gratulated upon the fact that such a
all
if
and
law
fo
according
signed
newsSUMMER TOURIST RATES
clean, courageous and
other requirements of ithe statutes in paper is published in their growing
To Colorado, Via the Santa Fe.
with.
been
complied
such cases 'have
June 1st to September S0i.h the
municipality and their prosperous
Permanent improvements like the two county.
Santa Fe will sell tickets to Denver
bridges that have been built luder
jand return at the rate of $22.50; Colo
line auspices of the present Board of
rado Springs, $19.55; Pueblo, $17.55.
SOCORRO PLUCK AND COURAGE.
the
like
and
Tickets on sale daily and are good for
County Commissioners,
Socorro
the
fact
that
Considering
new jail now in course of construction,
return passage until October 31st.
closare of the very character 'that please experienced during the week just
H. fl.
Agent.
all decent and patriotic citizens and ed from fifty to sixty earthquake
Santa Fe, N. M.
sevore
several
the
rather
ones,
shocks,
to
the
benefit
and
of
prove,
utility
So far not only ihave New Mexican feels constrained to
municipality.
TO CLOUDCROFT.
the citizens of the town sincerely congratulate the Socorro Chieftain up- A Summer Resort In Our Own Terri
of
on
creditable
its very
appearance
praised the two massive stone bridges last
tory.
Saturday. The seismic disturbanheretofore erectd, but wlso so have
Commencing .June Jst, good for reIn the brightno
ces
difference
made
who
sojourners, travelers and tourists
ness of the effective editorials, in turn September 20th, IflOli, the Santa
have come to visit the capital of Now
local news and other contents Fe Central Railway, in connection
good
Mexico.
Their erection was creditof the paper.
The difficulties, the with the R. P. & S. W. Railway will
able and bespoke modern progress nervousness and the
uncanny feeling sell round trip tickets at the low rate
and due care for the advancement and
of $14X5. For advertising matter dethe
among
people did not
prevailing
the business Interests, especially, of
editorial force nor the print- scriptive of Cloudcroft, call on or adaffect,
the
-- Oenexa!
Orlms-hawtho town. There cannot he too many ers nor the
Pasappearance of the paper dress S. B.
attractive and useful structures of to any extent. Pluck and courage are senger Agent,
the kind.
These
always admirable and grand.
qualities were certainly exhibited by
force and the people of
UNDER the Chieftain
THE SENSIBLE THING
SEASIDE EXCURSION!)
the Gem City generally during the
THE CIRCUMSTANCES.
Commencing May 1st and until Septrying ordeal which recently visited
tember 30th the Santa Fe will sell tick"Tlie Santa Fe New Mexican and them.
ets on each Tuesday, Thursday and
one or two other Republican
to Los Angeles and San Dis Saturday
that recently have been converted to Several clerks In New Mexico
Fe at the rate of $42.90
from
Santa
ego
One joint statehood
increases
faith, are now
have been receiving
trying to rule the Democratic papers of pay, this on account of Increased- - for the round trip. Return limit of
r
out of the communion service. 'Twas work and more responsibility In ehe ticket November 30th, 1906.
allowed In California. For particulars
ever thus with new converts."
Wold.
Another
which
,'they
positions
call on agents ot the Santa Fe.
Record.
indication, according to the yellow
H. 8. LUTZ, Agent,
TerThe New Mexican's esteemed Demo- dog sheets that the people of the
Santa Fe, N. M.
..
cratic contemporary is again mistaken. ritory have been ruined by excessive
The New Mexican Is not converted to taxes and extraordinary
corruption
the joint statehood Issue. This paper and dishonesty by territorial and counhas fought for the best interests of ty officials for Ihe past nine years. It
the people of New Mexico for .many a it as plain as the nose upon a man's
long year. Up to the passage of the face that the business of nostofflces;
Hamilton joint statehood law It con- always Increases rapidly In sections:
sidered that separate statehood was of the country where there is no hon-best and proper and hat the people est government and where corruption!
LOCAL TIME TA9LE
of New Mexico proper were justly en- and boodleism hold sway. Pity the
Arrive.
titled thereto. It holds to this opinion poor
people of the SunNo. 721 .
...12:01 p. m.
today. It became convinced by the shine Territory.
No. 723..
.....6:15 p.m.
passage of the Hamilton joint state
9:40 p. Q.
hood law and subsequent events that
Governor Joseph A. Klbbey of Ari- No. 725..
Depart.
separate statehood could not be attain- zona, is being mentioned for the prob.............9:00 a, m.
ed, and therefore, it did the next best able nomination as the Republican No. 720 .
4:20 p. m.
tjhe cause of joint candidate for Delegate to the 60th No. 722
thing, espoused
7:30 p.m.
,
statehood, believing the same to be Congress from Arizona, in addition to No. 724
right under the circumstances. It W. S. Sturges, tihe present member of No. 722 connects wi;h No. 1 west.
No. 724 connects with No. 7 weat.
has no apologies to make for its con- the Republican National Committee
No. 1 stops at all stations.
duct and makes none. It considered from the Territory. Both are good
No. 7 will atop a,all tatlons, Laray
the action It has taken carefully and men and either would poll the full
adopted It manfully and courageously. party strength and more, If nominated. to Albuquerque to discharge pauseii-ger- g
from Santa Fe.
This paper is neither hidebound nor It is also understood that both are
n. S. LUTZ, Agent.
narrow. It is glad to accept any and
statehood, although neither
all possible 'help for the cause It lias Is as demonstnatlv
City Ticket Cfflce, Craton Blk., eart
against jotot
Plow, bm.ta Fe, New Mexico,
adopted and for which it now battles. statehood as he was a few weeks ago.
Con-zen- s
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WEDNESDAY,

Hiring an acrimonious debute lu tho
bouse sliorWy before the civil war Mr,
Potter of Wlsftousio made some very
ou Mr. 1'ryor of Virsuurp strict
ginia. The result was a challenge from
Pryor to light a duel, which Potter
1
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Insurance Company.

Co., of

flew York

Court, Fidelity and Public Official Bonds Lowest Rates,
Strong Line of Fire Insurance Companies.

Palace Avenue

SANTA FE, ... NEW MEXICO

THE PALACE HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN, Prop.

Out

Unable Thinking.
Professor .lasfrovv, writing In the
Popular Science Monthly of the causes
of certain lapses of speech, recalls the
Singular power that Sir Walter Scott,
among others, possessed of conducting
two trains of .thought at the same
time. When highly developed this power enables its possessor subconsciously to find words expressing a thought
at the same time
already formed while
'
shaping the next thought period lift
conscious preparation. An Instance Is
given by Scott's amanuensis, who re
lal.es that while dictating the novelist
would sometimes search through a
booki niuliu? and reading u passage
aud thus keeping two trains of
thoughts fcoiug simultaneously. The
amanuensis discovered Iho fact Unit
Scott was doing double work In his
brain through the occasional occurreuce
in the dictation of a word which did
not (II In Ihe sentence, but four or five
Hues farther on Ihe place where Hie
word belonged would turn up.
Caiidlellghl.
Hall, candlelight, without dispuragement to the sun or moou, the kindliest
lumluary of Ihe three. If we may not
style thee radiant deputy, mild viceroy
of the moon! We love to read, talk, sit
silent, eat, drink, sleep by candlelight,
They are everybody's sun and moon.
This Is our peculiar and household
planet. By the midnight taper the
writer digests his meditations. By the
same light we must approach to their
perusal if we would catch the flame,
the odor. Night aud silence "call out
the starry fancies. Milton's "Moruing
Hymn In Paradise." we would hold
a good wager, was penned at midnight, and Taylor's rich description of
a sunrise smells decidedly of the taper.
Even now a loftier speculation than we
have attempted courts our endeavors.
We would Indite something about the
solar system. "Betty, bring the can
dies." Charles Lamb.
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HOTEL
American and European Plan. Commodious Sample Rooms. Steam
Heated. Electric lighted. Every Room a Good One. Short Order
Department Open Day and Night. Press the Button we do the rest.

Cofonaclo Hotel
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A Vieleaa Model,
An English manufacturer of poller;
is the subject of a joke told in the
Liverpool Post. While ou a continental
tour he purchased a Sevres vase for
some hundreds of pounds and brought
It borne most carefully. Thinking that
the foreman of his works might gather
a hint from the deslgu he called that
gentleman in and showed him the treasure.
"How do you like It?" be asked.
The foreman took the vase In his bund,
turned it over and returned It, with the
brief reply. "I don't think 1 can learn
much from it." "Why not?" asked the
"I don't like telling
manufacturer.
Out with it."
"Come.
you, sir."
"Well, 1 designed that vase myself. It
Is a foreign Imitation of our own work
and Is worth f5 at the outside."

Will Ron Till JadKineut Day.
There is a shivery, shaky legend
among the people who live along the
Hudson river which Is to the effect
that that stream Is the everlasting
boating waters of a specter who Is
personified as Ramhout Van Dam.
Away back in colonial times Ramhout
and his friends were drinking until
late at night. Finally this man Ramhout started for home, some distance
up the river, lu his boat, swearing that
be would row ihe distance If It took "a
month of Sundays." Ramhout never
reached home, and the superstitious
people say that he has been condemned to row till judgment day.
HI

Tlie Best 50c Rooms in the Southwimt.
Restaurant in Connection.
Hhort Orders Served
ight ami Day.

j

"
Regular Meals, 25(
Serves First Clss Spanish Dihw.
Everything in Season.
222 San Francisco St.
South Side Plaza.

j

The tnnaual Wp,y.
"Do the Blanks manage to keep up
appearances since they lost the greater
part of their fortune?"
"No.
They don't bother about appearances. They Just use what little
money they have to make themselves
comfortnble."-Detr- olt
Free Press.

SANTA F pi, NEW MEXICO.

f

SAITA FE
Mndnrn Scientific
TENT

youth
much
pose?
as If
borne,

Answers.

Hli Mlttikt,

Rupert Why did you ask her to marry you? Harold Well, I thought she
was sensible, but banged If she didn't
accept me!

CURE

OF TUBERCULOSIS

11s
approved by leading medical authorities.
study and attention given ouch case. Separate hospital for fever
and other patients. For further particulars address,
;BR. J. H. SLOAN, Medical Director, SANTA Fl?, N. M.

Fresh Flower

All th

Per-son-

Fresh Fruits In Season.

Time.

FRUITS AND FLOWERS

The Clarendon Garden,
San Minuet Street, Near the Old Church, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

a Specialty, Wedding Bouquet, Decoration.

Cut Flower

Floral Designs. .Telephone

DUDROW

No. 12. P. O. Box 457.

& ftlQNTEfllE

Undertakers aid

Eobaloers
ALL KINDS OF PICTURE FRAMING.

DtfdWi

Change.
Gentleman (pointing to lanky
at his side In the tram car) How
for this boy half fare, I supConductorWell, no. He looks
be were kept ou half fare at
and needs a change. Full fare,

please.-I.ond- on

for Treatment ot Disease.

Mot-hod-

treatment

A

Old

SAfllTAprt

COTTAGES FOR THE

Diet and

A gentleman who was once stopped
by an old man begging replied, "Don't
you know, my mau, that fortune
knocks ouco at every man's door?"
"l'es," said' the old man, "be knocked
at my door once, but I was out, and
ever sine then he has sent his daugh-

ter."
"His daughter?" replied the gentle
mag. "What do you mean?"
' Why, Miss Fortune."

l.UPE HERRERA.' Proprietor.

G.

Daughter.

j

down-trodde-

a Mutual

Rational Surety

Stop-ove-

!

FOR

FOR NEW MEXICO

PENN MUTUAL LIFE INSURANCE COMPANY

promptly accepted, naming as terms
bowle knives at five paces, terms
which he well knew Pryor would not
dare to accept, as he was a small man,
while Potter was a large, powerful
man and familiar with the use of the
bowle kulfe. Pryor declined ou the
ground that the proposed terms were
beneath the dignity of a gentleman to
accept, and so the matter ended. But
on the day following the challenge,
while the result was still unkuown,
both Potter and Pryor were absent
during roll call, and when Potter's
name was called a Quaker member
rose and lu mild voice said. "Mr.
Speaker, I am informed that the gentleman from Wisconsin had a Prior engagement." And when Pryor's name
was called a moment later he rose
again, saying, "Mr. Speaker, I hear
that the gentleman from Virginia has
gone to be as clay In the hands of the
Potter."

Ros-wel-
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BARGAINS.

Herewith are some bargains offered
by the New Mexican Priming Com
pany: Code of Civil Procedure ot iho
Territory of New Mexico, 1S97, sheep
bound $1; pnpor hound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, ?5; Missouri Code
Pleadings, f6; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, t.sws of New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
leather, $3; 1905 English and Spanish
for the round trip, J16.90, tickets good
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
Pamphlet, $2.75; full leather $3.50;
Pocket
Cover
Flexible
Sheriff's
or
two
Docket.,
single, $1.25:
more hooks, $1 each; New Mexico
Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, Inclusive, delivered at publisher's price,
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
Reports, full sheep, $R.50, delivered;
full list Bchool blanks.

Is

g

The New Mexican la the oldest newspaper In New Mexico, It Is sent, to
ami growing circulation
lu the TerrlUvr, md haa
every
among the Intelligent and progressive ppopie m i.ne doirthwfsl.

EXPERIENCED CONSTITUTION
MAKERS FOR THE NEW

M

1

Office Bttildkf .

Day Ttkpoo 35.
at Mm. L m, Xaau, Im. 1x3. JeJkaao M. Tl

14a

the:
'

ROSWELL AND TORRANCE

Automobile

The New Mexican Printing Company
has on hand a large supply of pads
and tablets suitable for school work,
Leave Torrance for Roswell dally at
The short 11ns between Santa P.,
the desk, and also for lawyers and
4 a. m., arrive at Roswell at 12 noon.
will
of
We
all
Central
and
merchants; good anywhere.
Albuquerque
points
sell them at five cents in book form, and Western New Mexico and Roswell Leave Roswell for Torrance dally at
at 1 p. m arrive at Torrance at 10 p.
but will give a discount on quantities. and the Pecos
Valley, saving passen- m. This is the schedule time allowed
gers and malls at least 24 hours in for carrying the mall, but under favorThe New Mexican Printing Company time in making these points; alo con- able conditions, the trip is made In
is prepared to furnish cards de vislte necting at Torrance with the Rock Is- about halt the time. Grips and hand
for ladles or gentlemen on short no- land system for all points east and sachels carried, but cannot handle
trunks at present.
tice, in first class style at reasonable
eat'
prices, either engraved or printed. Call
on the New Mexican Printing ComJ.
Manager, Roiwell, New Mexlc
pany and leave your orders.

MAIL AND STAGE COMPANY

WSTOCKARD,
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TI(E FIRST RATIONAL
OF SANTA

Ft.

The oldest banking Institution In Nsw Mexico. Establish
in 1170.
RUFU8 J. PALEN, President
JOHN H. VAUGHN, Cashier.
LEVI A. HUGHES, Vice President.
'
ALFRED H. BRODHEAD,
Assistant Cashier.
Capital I1M.0M.

Surplus and Undlv! led Fronts

fMM,

Transact a
nsral banking business In all IU branches.
Loan
money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of personal and collateral eecurlty. Ouye and eelle bonde and stocks In all markets for
Its customers. Buys and sells domestic) and foreign exchange and
makes telegraphlo tranefere of money to all parte of the olvlllied
world on aa liberal terme aa are given by any
agency, publlo or private. Interest a'lowed on time deposits at the
rat of three per cent per annum, on a alx month' or year' term.
Liberal advanoea mad on consignments of llv stock and product.
Th bank exeoutei all order of It patron In th
banking line, and
aim to extend to them aa liberal treatment In all respects, aa la consistent with eafety and th principles of sound banking, taftty Deposit boxss for rst.t. Th patronage of th publlo la respectfully

thkE

POLITICAL POINTERS.

M

BANK

page

Opinions on Campaign Subjects of
terest to the Dear People.

In-

Tlicy Should Show Good Judgment.
It the people of Arizona and New
Mexico are capable of showing good
judgment they tad bettor do It now
and take President Roosevelt's advice
about voting to come Into the Union,
This may be their last chance for a
long time to com. The Sentinel,
Knoxvllle, Tennessee.

WATER WILL MAKE IT FAMOUS.
sU

The A. T,

Connecticut and Massachusetts and
there It balks. New York World.

Railroad Company will sink fourteen deep wells at Willard and pump

water

as far east, as the Rock Island.

n

com

mm

TO THE WISE INVESTOR IS SUFFICIENT

A WORD

Willard has already made a most phenomenal growth and the price of lots will soon advance, Better come now.

i

The town site is owned by

WILLARD TOWN AND IMPROVEMENT COMPANY.
JOHN BECKER, Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Secretary.

WILBUR A. DUNLAVY, Vice Pres.
LOUIS C. BECKER, Treasurer.

WM. R. BERGER,

...

Tbe

pany has bought twenty acres of ground adjolnlug the town site and Is negotiating for forty acres more.

Wise and Shrewd.

President Roosevelt's advice to Arizona to Join hands with New Mexico
for statehood Is wise and shrewd. But
What the Arizona Statehood Association sees Is that the Territory alone
Is .big enough for two New Yorks,

& S. F.

Call on or address JOHN W. CORBETT,
Agent, Estancia, New Mexico.
Carl A. Dalies, Manager of The John Becker Co. Stores at Willard, has charge of the sale of lots in the absence of Mr. Corbett.

Arizona Hard to Please.
The Arizona voter is hard to please
if he prefers to stay out of statehood
LOW RATES TO 8ANTA FE, N. M,
FINE FRUIT RANCH FOR SALE.
to spite New Mexico. The Territory Is
Via the Santa Fe Railway.
OFFICIALJWATTERS,
One of the best fruit ranches In
gaining la population hardly as fast
From Denver, Colorado Springs and
TI2d:E
northern Santa Fe County, about twenas the unit of a Congressional district
Pueblo the Santa Fe will sell tickets Effective
Articles of Incorporation.
Monday, February 28, 1906. ty miles from this city, Is for sale,
advances. At that rate it will be a
one fare for the round trip. Dates
at
of
articles
lncorpora
at a bargain. For particulars apply to
The
following
long time before the other states will
South
Bound
North Bound Max.
of sale June 5, 12, 14, 19, 26; July 10,
Frost, Box No. C.-Santa Fe,
consent to admit Arizona alone. Buf- tion have been filed In tlho office of
NEW MEXICO MILITARY INSTITUTE
New Mexico.
J. W. Raynohls, Secretary of ttie Ter- 10, 20, 21, 22, 27, 31; August 7, 14, No 1 MI
Stntlom.
AM No 2
New
Press.
falo,
York,
ROSWKLU NEW HgllCO,
21, 23, 24, 28; September 3, 18, 25, 27,
v
ritory
1.2(1
L,v. . Santa Fe. . , 4rrl 7,0001 4.20 p
The Journal Publishing Company. 28, 29; October 2, 9, 16; limit 30 days 1.84 rr
THE MILITARY SCHOOL OF NEW MEXICO
" ,. ..Uonanlaua...
6,650 4 0) p
Second Thoughts in Arizona.
In" ...Vega Hlaoca..
2.00 pi
6,4001 3. 35 p
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
Location of Its principal place of busi- from date of sale, For particulars
"
2 26
the
of
of
Arizona, ness and
r "
6,10 8.10 p
Established and Supported by the Territory.
Kennedy,...
people
Possibly
rny agent, Santa Fe.
office, Albuquerque, Berna- quire
2.M p
6,12ft 2.50 p
Clark
rethough they may not unnaturally
II. S. LUTZ,
8 40 p
"
6,870 8.10 p
Stanley...,.
lillo County, New Mexico; Its principal
EIGHT MEN INSTRUCTORS, all graduates of Standard Eastnrn
4.10 p
.Morlartv ...
sent the President's advice, may think
6,250 1.85 p
"...
Santa Fe, N. M.
ATTORMEY8-AT-LAW.
A.
D.
"
4.85
Albuquerque,
New
1.10 p
..
Macpherson,
agent,
Mcintosh.
all
a,i75i
and
comp
Coliegas.
buildings,
furnishings
equipments modern and
better in the end of their refusal to Bernalillo
"
o.uo p
8,140 12 45 p
titancia....
The
total
capitaliCounty.
eloctrlc-Ilghtoall conveniences.
"
baths,
plete;
6,125 11.25 a
Willard....
enter the Union by amalgamation with
Don't hesitate to ask for a free sam- S.itO
MAX. FROST.
" .... Hrogrceno...
6.1,5 t
zation is placed at $50,000, divided In6,210 10.55 a
TUITION, BOARD and LAUNDRY, 8350 per session. Session Is
New Mexico. The Americans In the
of Chamberlain's
"
7 lit
Stomach
and
Hlauoa.....
8,286 lu.ao a
ple
at law.
value
of
five
the
shares
Attorney
hundred
to
'
par
A
'
8.ir
Lrel
.
.
.
.
ree terms of thlrteon weeks each.
Torranoe
6,475: 9.60 a
j, nil rr
Liver Tablets. We are Glad to give
Territory have a not unnatural dread of $100,
Swt F
New Mexico.
and
up
fully
paid
of falling under the domination .of the
them to anyone who is troubled with
R08WEM ' a noted health resort, 8,700 feet above sea level;
The duration of the corporation
N. M., with
at
Santa
Fe,
Connecting
Mexican
if
to
Sunshine every
dishad
June.
population; but
they
September
RICHARD H. HANNA.
is fixed at fifty years. The objects of biliousness, constipation, or any
the Denver & Rio Grande Railroad for
had the experience that falls ito the
order of the stomach. Many have been
REGENTS Nathan Jaffa, W. M Reed, VV. M. Atkinson, W. A.
Attorneys at Law.
the company as outlined In the arin Colorado, Utah, Idaho,
all
points
eastern states of assimilating success- ticles of
permanently cured by their use. For
Phone 66.
Ftnlsy and E. A. Cahoon
Office, Griffin Blk.
are
primarily
Great
Incorporation
the
and
Montana,
Washington,
'
sale by all druggists.
fully all sorts of Immigrants the sit- to conduct a
For particulars address
COL. J. W. WILLSON,
Northwest.
general printing estabStipt.
uation might not appear so appalling
W. PRICHARD,
book bindery and publishConnecting at Torrance for all
to them. They cannot evade the con- lishment,
THE KITCHEN.
Attorney and Counselor at Law.
business in the Territory of New
cast and west with Golden State
ing
points
You could fat from the Bon Ton
clusion that Congress and the majority
Practices in all the District Courts
Mexico and elsewhere, end to publish
Limited trains Nos. 43 and 44. Pullof the people of the country will hardly
floor.
Cleanliness man berths reserved
and gives special attention to cases
a newspaper or newspapers, either Hotel kitchen
by wire.
be brought around to the creation of
counts
so much with all of us.
before the Territorial Supreme Court
For rates and Information address
daily, weekly or otherwise and circuBut the Bon Ton Hotel and Lunch ,
separate states If for no more disin- late the same in the
Office, Capitol Bid??., Santa Fe, N. M.
S. B. GRIMSHAW,
of New
Territory
Counter management goes much furterested reason than that thereby four
General Passenger Agent, Santa Fe.
These Celebi ated Hot Springs are tu&se waters tas been thoroughly test Senators would be created. The coun- Mexico and In other states and terri ther than cleanliness.
to
BENJAMIN M. READ,
To and From Roswoll.
tories
and
and
couutries,
ed
the
foreign
miraculous cures attested to
by
located In tbe midst of the Ancient
to
an
with
serve
Our
has
aim
Interest
our
is
in
the
patrons
proposition buy, sell and deal in paper, stationery
Connection made with Automobile
In the following diseases: Paralysis, try
Attorney at law.
of making states out of territories as
the best food possible dainty, yet sub?llff Dwellers, twenty-flvmile west
Santa Fe, - - New Mexico.
Line at Torrance for Roswell dally.
Rheumatism, Neuralgia, Consumption, well as the territories themselves and and other materials usually sold In n stantial.
of Taos, and fifty miles north of Santa
Office, Sena Blk.
Automobile leaves Torrance for
either at
Palace Ave.
establishment,
printing
Malaria, Bright's Disease of the Kid that Interest must
To see that they live and sleep In
Inevitably be con- wholesale or retail; to take over and
at 4 a. m. and arrives at Roswell
Fe, an about twelve miles from
neys, Syphilitic and Mercurial Affec sulted. The
rooms.
wideIs
cheerful, airy
feeling
deep and
at 12 noon. Automobile leaves RosStation on tbe Denver and Rio tlona, Scrofula, Catarrh, La Grippe, all spread that one additional state Is all' acquire as a going concern the bus!
CHAS. A. LAW,
To surround them by all that Is well for Torrance at 1 m. and arrives
Woof
tint; a ,tinr snttfal rm n r VV
p.
Grande Railway, from which point a Femal complaints, etc., etc. Board, the country
Attorney-at-Lsw- .
refined.
and
pleasant
.u.y
at Torrance at 10 p. m. The fare be V. a. Land Office
Md Ayenue ,n the city of mmner.
dally line of stages runs to the springs. lodging and bathing $2.50 per day; $14 Providence, Rhode Island.
And they also have for use the hand'
Practice, a Specialty.
tween Santa Fe and Torrance Is $6.65
que, New Mexico, by ithe Democrat some
The temperature of these water
li per week; $50 per month. Stage meets
New Mexico.
bullet and smok- and between Torrance and Roswell Clayton,
parlors,
library,
Publishing Company, a corporation, ing room.
from 90 to 122 degrees. The gases are Denvbr fains and waits for Santa F
Arizona
New
and
Mexico.
on
seats
automobile
Reserve
$10.
by
and all of Its assets, property, rights
carbonic. Altitude, 6,000 eet Climate train upon request. This recort is at
The Bon Ton Is Just like a great big wire.
N. 8. Rose.
George Spence.
J. W. STOCKARD,
In desiring that the people of Ari- and privileges pertaining to the busiver? dry and delightful the year tractive at all seasons and is open all
home.
8PENCE A R03E.
happy
Automobile
Line.
zona
avail
Manager
ness
themselves
of
the
of
Com
Democrat
said
1
opportuPublishing
now a commodious winter. Passengers for OJo Calient
round. There
Yet all these luxuries and privileges
Attorneys.
botel (or ths convenience of Invalids can leave Santa, Fe at 9 a. m and nity to unite with New Mexico in pany. The Incorporator's and their are at your service at minimum rates.
Land, Mining and Corporation Law,
(Homestead Entry No. 6411.)
and tourists. These waters contain reach OJo Calient at 4 . . m. th same statehood, President Roosevelt Is prob- postofflce addresses are: Daniel G
Specialities, Notary in Office.
Notice for Publication.
1.I8C.24 grains of alkaline salts to the day. Fare for round trip from Santa ably moved by a feeling of generous Grant, Los Angeles, California; D. A.
Estancia.
New Mexico.
Old Chronic Sores.
Of
of
Land
the
Mexitoward
Interior,
the
New
west,
Department
to
cordiality
Fe
Macpherson,
OJo Caliente, $7.40 For further
growing
Albuquerque,
gallon, being the richest alkaline Hot
old
sores
chronic
As
for
a
M.
He
N.
dressing
M.
flee
at
Santa
AlbuEmma
and
to
have
wait
co,
Fe,
says: "They may
Macpherson,
tarings In tli world. The efficacy al particulars, address
WILLIAM H. H LLEWELLYN,
there is nothing so good as Chambermany years before the chance again querque, New Mexico.
July 12, 1906.
advisIs
not
While
lain's
it
Salve.
Attorney at law.
offers Itself, and even then it probably
The Victoria Chief Copper Mining
Notice Is hereby given that the fol
Las Cruces, New Mexico.
will be only on the. present terms." and Smelting Company, a corporation able to heal old sores entirely! they lowlng-namefiled
notice
settler has
District Attorney for Dona Ana,
In a good condition,
sympa mow doing business in, Arizona, has should be kept
OJo Caliente. Taos County, N. JH. The St. Louis
of his Intention to make final proof
Otero, Grant, Luna and Sierra Counfor
is
which
this
salve
val
especially
thizing with this view, says: "Like filed a transcript of ,t)ho articles of
In support of his claim, and that said
Third Judicial District.
every olher American, the President Incorporation granted In Arizona, and uable. For sore nipples Chamber proof will be made before the register ties,
wishes well to Arizona, and the best wants to be Incorporated under the lain's Salve has no superior. For sale or receiver at
Santa Fe, N, M., on
A. W. POLLARD,
possible thing for that community laws of New Mexico. The principal by all druggists.
August 23, 1906, viz.:
now would be Its entrance witlh New place of business and office of the
Attorney at law.
,
Pablo Chavez, for the NE
Special summer rates to Los Ajige
District Attorney, Luna County."
Mexico as the
state." company is at Globe, Gila County, Ari11
13
T.
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E.
N.,
Coas
San
Pacific
and
Francisco,
But would it be the best thing for the zona, and the principal office outside lea,
Doming
j . . . New Mexico.
He names the following witnesses
country at large? Heretofore the fit- - of that territory will be established points by way of the Santa Fe Cen
FnuMta ftraas.
mtl
nessof at least one territory for state- - at Engle, Sierra County, New Mexico, tral Railway, E. P. & S. W. Railway, to prove his continuous residence up- J. H. Bosham.
& Wade.
El Paso & Southern Pacific Railway. on and cultivation of said land, viz.::
hood has been
IONHAM
Arizona Offices will also be maintained at Jer-ha-s
WADE,
For
S
Information
on
or
call
address
Frank S, Leyba, Natlvldad Leyha,
some desirable people; New Mexi-- J sey City, New Jersey, and New York,
Attorneys at Liw.
undesirable' New York. The total capitalization Is B. Grlmshaw, general passenger agent, Luis Montoya, Macarlo Leyba, all of
co has some extremely
Practice in the Supreme and District Courts of the Territory, In the
Galisteo. N. M.
ones. How well they would get along placed nt $3,000,000, divided Into two
Saved His Comrade's Life.
Probate Courts and before the U. S.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
together is a matter for speculation.! million shares of common stock, and
"While returning from the Grand
Wag, Wax, FsaUhr awl tUiaa Btvm Wn
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Qamets and Othtr tame..
Washington
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tar Use.
merger scheme should be delayed for $1 each. The objects ajnd purposes of City,
do not care to pay for a dally
It
you
a few years. Democratic Chronicle the comnany are to conduct business taken with cholera morbus and was paper, subscribe for the
E. C. ABBOTT,
Weekly New
in a critical condition," says Mr. J.
of mining, both of lodo and nlacer. to
Rochester, New York.
Attorney at law.
Mexican Review and get the cream of
E. Houghland, of Eldon, Iowa.
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Practices In the District and Su, owl1
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i'
wu.vi rv uiiivi
him Chamberlain's Colin, Cholera the week's doings. It Is an excellent
metalliferous ores from thofroperty gave
preme Courts. Prompt and careful atto send to your friends.
paper
Arizona and Statehood.
and Diarrhoea Remedy and believe
tention given to all business.
President Roosevelt proffers sensi- or properties of this corporation or saved his life. I have been engaged
MANUFACTURER OF
District Attorney for the Counties
The New Mexican can do printing
that
the
corporation for ten years In Immigration work
ble advice when he urges the voters any properties
to that done In any of the large of Santa Fe, Rio Arriba, Taos and San
be interested In; to acquire, own, and
equal
may
of
Arizona
to
conducted many parties to the
territory
DEALER IN
accept the
fcxican Filigree
chance of statehood offered them un- lease, occupy, use or develop any south and west. I always carry this cities. Our solicitor; Every piece of Joan. Santa Fe, New Mexico.
work we turn out. Try our work once
lands
Clocks.
gold,
containing
silver,
Oklahoma-Arizoncopper, remedy and have used it
Watches,
Jewelry
der the
enabling
successfully
will certainly come again. We
A. B. RENEHAN,
act. Now that the act has been passed coal, Iron, stone or other ores or oil on many occasions." Sold by all drug and you
have all the facilities for turning out
Practices In the Supreme and Disand signed, the people of Arizona are or water, and any woodlands and! gists.
ari Hani Painted China.
of
class
of
one
every
work, Including
trict Courts; Minnlng and Land Law
face to face with a condition, not a other lands. The Incorporators and
the best binderies In the west
Repair of Finn Watches and Jewelry Work a Specialty, Navaho lings and In theory. So long as Congregs re their postofflce addresses are: Dana;
a Specialty. Rooms
Sena Bldg.,
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ill an floods.
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Wholesale
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Retail.
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West Side Plaza, Santa Fo.'N. M.
Hotter, all of New York were
.
consolidation the advocates of sep
n ToZZ Blue Book for New Mexico, historical
CHAS. F. EASLEY,
arate statehood were free to elaborate
old time friend who sent them to the and official
compendium of value to
their case and make their appeal to The Phillips Construction Company, manager that they may be served to
(Ijite Surveyor General)
man and officer and of
business
every
local ambition and 'local sentiment. wnicn was incorporated under tne,the patrons of this popular place. Call Interest to
Attorney at law.
every citizen, 804 pages,
Banta Fe
The desire to retain political and terri laws of Colorado, has filed a copy of, and get them now while they are
New Mexico.
MexNew
the
Address
Price
$1.60.
Land and Mining Business a Specialty.
torial Integrity was in Itself natural Its articles of Incorporation for the fresh. They have a cook that knows ican
Printing Company, Santa Fe.
and laudable and the people of Ari- purpose of being Incorporated also how to fix them, and If you want a
DEALER IN-F- INE
zona were not to be censured for pre under the laws governing corporations real treat In the eating line, why Just
EMMETT PATTON.
PLACE YOUR PROPERTY.
and Counselor at Law.
ferring to enter the Union In their in New Mexico. The principal office give them a call, and yon will be
Attorney
WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.
A
of
firm
Is
It
the
that
Hughes
Why
Box 9$, Roswell, New Mexico,
own right If Congress could be per- of the company Is at Denver, Colo-- ! twice as glad.
and
for
Wines
Native
Use.
success
the
of
Imported
Family
Delgado are making a
Office over Citizen's National Bank.
suaded that their asserted qualifica rado. It Is capitalized at $50,000. di
OUR SPECIALTIES- Old Crow, McBrayet
real estate business? It is because this
vided into five hundred thousand
REMEMBER)
were
tions
for
statehood
valid.
But
firm Is reliable and any property
Guckmhehner Rye, Taylor and Paxton, Old
FRANK W. CLANCY,
Congress could not be persuaded to shares of the par value of $1 each, That the Bon Ton Is the only eating placed in their hands will be looked
Jordan and Monogram, Kentucky, Whiskies.
take that view. It decided, after thor and the time of duration specified Is house in the city of Santa Fe that after In a businesslike manner. Office
Attornsy at law.
SAN FRANCISCO STREET, SANTA FE
District Attorney for Second Judicial
ough consideration, 'that In justice to twenty years. It was organized for keops open at night. The doors are west of Plaza.
the other states In the Union four-- the purpose of doing a general con never closed and j'ou can get some
District.
fifths of them greatly surpassing Ari- structton and contracting business and thing to eat at any hour of the day or
Practices in the District Court an
EXCURSION RATES.
SUMMER
zona in population and resources no to do any and all things Incident and night.
the Supreme Court of the Territory:
By way of the Santa Fe Central, E.
such chances should be taken as would necessary to carry out the object of
P. & 3. W. and Rock Island system to also before the United States Supreme
The New Mexican alms to please
be Involved in admitting Arizona by said business In the state of Colorado
In Illinois, Kansas, Michigan, Court In Washington.
In the community. It points
,
Itself.
Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Pittsburg and in such other states and terri the best element
Missouri, Nebraska, South
Minnesota,
tories of the United States as may he Is always bright and It is always clean,
Pennsylvania.
Dakota, North Dakota, Wisconsin, Wydeemed prudent and advisable by the
and to Memphis, Tennessee.
OSTEOPATHY.
A "want ad" In the New Mexican oming
Modest Claims Often Carry the Mos board of directors of said company.
Dates of sale June 9th to 16th, July
The Incorporators and their postofflce brings sure results.
Conviction.
1st to 10th, good for return passage
DR. CHARLE8 A. WHEELON,
until October 31st.
When Maxim, the famous gun In addresses are: Henry R. Phillips,
Osteopath.
.T.
Louie
F. Spratten and Fred
Duff,
On these excursions, rates to Chi
No. 103 Palace Ave.
ventor, placed his gun befora a com
for
be
will
round
$48.35.
mittee of judges, he stated Its car- all of Denver, Colorado.
St Successfully treats acute and chronlo
cago
trip
Louis $43.35, Kansas City $35.35. Mem diseases without drugs or medicines.
rying power to be much below what
A
DYSPEPTIC.8 HORROR.
he felt sure the gun would accomphis, Tenn., $45.50. For further Infor
No charge for Consultation.
mation, call on S. B. Grlmshaw, gener Hours: 1 m.,
plish. The result of tbe trial was Is solid food. In nine cases out of ten,
Phone 156.
p. m.
AND THE NORTH AND EAST
al passenger agent
therefore a great surprise, Instead of however, If the man with a weak stomdisappointment. .It is tbe same with ach, would take a glass or two of Dr.
MINING ENGINEERS.
H. E. No. 9536.
the manufacturers of Chamberlain's Laurltzen's Health Table Malt with
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Chollc, Cholera and Diarrhoea Rem each meal, he would soon find that be
CONY T. BROWN,
via TORRANCE
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR.
edy. They do not publicly boast of could eat anything. It's the best tonic
Mining Engineer.
all this remedy will accomplish, hut In the world for a weak 'stomach.
Office
M.
Land
at Santa Fe, N.
and Treasurer New Mexico
Secretary
prefer to let the users make the BtateJ
July 6, 1906.
Sehoel of Mines.
menu. What they do claim, is that The New Mexican can do printing
Notice 1b hereby given that the fol Socorro,
New Mexico.
it will positively cure diarrhoea, dys- - equal to that done In any of the laree
lowing named settler has filed notice
in
bowthe
stomach
entery, pain
and
cities. Our solicitor: Every piece of
of his intention to make final proof CIVIL
ENQ'RS AND PURVEYORS- els and has never been known to fail, work we turn out Try our work once
In support of his claim, and that said
For sale by all druggists.
and you will certainly come again. We
proof will be made before the regisCORBET & 8MYTHE.
A Wide Vestlbuled, Electric
have all tbe faculties for turning out
ter or receiver at Santa Fe, N. M., on
Lighted Train
Civil,
Mining and Hydraulic
Letter heads, bill beads, notiheads, every class of work, Including one of
August 17, 1906, viz: Rafuglo Gutier
RUNNING THROUGH WITHOUT CHANGE BETWEEN
Engineers.
envelopes, of all sizes printed and sold tbe best binderies In the west.
N
2, SW 4,
rez, for the S 2, NW 4,
Assaying and General Contracting.
New
Mexican
the
Comby
Printing
Sec. 17, T 1 6N ,R 11 E.
Los
East side Plaza... ..Santa Fe, N. M.
Subscribe for the Dally New Mexpany at low rates and In quantities to
He names the following witnesses
Also Another Fast Thro' Train Dally.
suit. Satisfaction guaranteed.
ican and get the news.
to prove his continuous residence upRALPH A. MARBLE,
on and cultivation of said land, vis:
Civil
Folders, rates, schedules and other information regarding wy
Engineer and Surveyor.
Cures Backache
Juan Gonzales y Rolbal of Glorieta,
W
11 "U
United States Deputy.
U
(
N, M.
Corrects
trip cheerfully furnished or application to
New Mexico.
Estancia,
Albino
Enslnaa
of
N.
M.
Glorieta,
Irregularities
ii
ii
J. A. HILDEBRANT,
V. R. STILES,
Atanaclo Rlbera of Glorieta, N. M.
HIRAM T. BROWN,
Do not risk having
Manuel Sandoval of Santa Fe, N. M. CIVIL ENGINEER AND SURVEYOR.
General
Agent,
Will cure any case of Kidney, or Bladder Disease not Bright's Disease
.
Passenger Agent,
(
MANUEL R. OTERO,
U. 8 Mineral Surveyor
- '
El Paso, Tex,
Torrance, N. M
or Diabetes
beyond the reach of medicine. No medicine can do more.
New U ezlea,
Register. Banta Fe.
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NEWS JOTTINGS
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Pressman
Delivers His Money
Highwayman at Point of Pistol
Stole Own Babe.

s
Governor Hugernittn is in uis
oil a short visit
Jose Ortiz y Pino, a merchant from
Gallsteo, was a visitor yesterday In
Santa Fe.
Miss Heloise Dibert and Miss
Lamy left today for a visit at
Kstancia.
Attorney Benjamin M. Read returned yesterday afternoon from a business trip to Espanola.
Mrs. Samuel Romero, of this city, Is
In Las Vegas on a visit to her
Mr. and Mrs. Eugenio Rudolph.
V, R. Forbes, Deputy United States
Marshal, with headquarters in Albuquerque, was In town today on business.
Edgar Andrews, a miner, was In the
city yesterday from Bonanza. Me came
here for the purpose of buying supve-sa-

the East as well as to the West.
the North and to the South the

increasing numbers year after veer. 1 he whole Wor'd
wears the result.
contribute) in matetial endHat-Soft
ackncwl
and Dervy-a- re
Kvetywhere the Stetson
i dged as the standard in style, beauty and finish
Go In

WE

CARRY

A

FULL LINE AT POPULAR

plies.
Mrs.

PUCES

0. F. TCasley and daughters,
Misses Ethel and Mabel have returned home after n visit of two weeks
nt Estmicla.
Mrs. A. D. Coon and daughter, Miss
Gladys, of Socorro, are visitors in
and will remain there fl

We aMo Carry anither line wh'cS comes cheaper in price
S"ft, from $1.85 to up to $3.50
Derby, $3 .50.
HI

sweet

ORrj

or two.
Mm Sterling, of Los Angeles, is a
commercial tourist in the city, and
week

f0$$m

m

PANTS

doubt you
have heard of the
SWEET ORR pants
We carry a big line
of latest styles.
Handsome pat
terns and perfect
fit will certainly
No

I $tti

(lit

1

please you.
St.

253 San FmnrU--

240-S-

dANTA

FE,

N. M.

Nathan Salmon
Wholesale and Retail Dry Goods.

i

WINTER GROCERY CO.
CAI0N CITY

Strawberries

!

Agents for

KINEIPP MALT COFFEE
M.

V. BUTTER A SPECIALTY

S. E. Corner PlMa, Santa

F.

Telephone No. 40.

milllllIIIIHWH

INCOEFOHTEDI

H. B. Cartwright & Bro.,

WHOLESALE 6R0CERS
Grain, Flour and Potatoes.

Statloneiy.

Patent Medicine and 6rocers Sundries.
PROMPT ATTENTION OIVEN MAIL ORDERS.

81 XT A FB, H

M

It will pay you to see ut first before
'mylng any Athletic Goods. We are
the local agents of the well known and

Celebrated "Victor" Lines of
Athletic Supplies
and the name "Victor" Is a sure guar
antee that the quality is of the very
best and the price right. You will net
be disappointed with anything bearing
the "Victor" trademark. We also carry
In stock Tents, Camp 6tools, Camp
Stoves, Shotguns, Rifles, Ammunition,
Fishing Tackle, Rods, Baskets, Lines
and everything necessary for a complete camplno outfit.

Telephone

I

4

Incorporated

1903,

Seligman Bros. Co

Great Reduction

Grlmsbaw, general passenger agent.

ON

all

Summer Goods
LESS THAN COST
MONDAY JULY 2 3

COEJCIJtfG

Ladies Hats, Shirt Waists
Lawns, Dimities, Ladies and
Misses Canvass Oxfords, Mens
and Bovs Straw Hats, Outing Suits, Trousers, etc.
For Half '8

Century the leading Dry Goods House

P. O. Box aio.

in the City

Phone 36.

Colorado
C

RASPBERRIES

!

Now at their best. Will also have California Strawberries and Blackberries
every Thursday.

g

.

POULTRY

S.

H.

Cora-plain- t,

'

WEDNESDAYS

mm

FRIDAYS

&

& COMPANY

Aura-mens-

Phone 26.

Leaaing.urocers.

Soaroh

Warrant

sheet

Stock Blanks.
Bill of Sale, Animals Bearing Vendor's
Recorded Brand,
sheet; in Books
25 Blanks, 40c per Boole.
Bill of Sale, Animals not Bearing Ven-

dor's Recorded Brand,

Phone 26

'

CUT PRICES!
CUT PRICES,
Wo have a ounntliy

of first class
furniture, stoves and ranges that, we
are going to close out In the next
thirty days at great bargains. Now is
the time to fit up your house when
you can get ihe best goods at the lowest prices. We will furnish your
house from kitchen to garret
You
can pay cash and get a discount or
we will give you all the time you want
on easy payments. Call in and see
our goods,

--

D.

S. LOWITZKI,

Lower San Francisco

St., 8anta Fa.

CARL A. BISHOP AND COMPANY

General Insurance Agents
Bonds.

Surety

Burglary Insurance, Investment Business.

GRIFFIN

sheet

BLOCK, SANTA FE. N.

.

Bill of Sale, Range Delivery,
sheet
Authority to Gather, Drive id Handle

Animals Bearing Owner's Recorded
,
sheet.
Brand,
Authority to Gather, Drive and Handle
Animals not Bearing Owner's Resheet.
corded Brand,
Certificate of Brand,
sheet
Special Ruling Work our Specialty
Our Blank Books speak for them
selves.
Spanish Blanks.
Auto de Arresto,
pllego.
Auto de Prison,
pllego.
Declaracion Jurada,
pllego.
Flanza Oflcial,
pliego.
Fianza Oficlal y Juramento
pliego.
Fianza para Guardar la Paz,
pllego.
Contrato de Pa tido,
pliego.
Escrltura de Renuncla,
sheet.
Documento Garantlzado,
pliego.
Formula de Enumeraclon,
pllego.
Contrato Entres los Dlrectorea y
pllegos.
Contrato de Combustible,
pllego.
Notas Obligaclones, 2c por 50.
Libros Centificados de Bonos, fl.
Llbros di Reclbos, Supervlsores de
Camlnos, C5c.
Hlpoteca de Bienea M)rebles,
pllego.
Documento de Hlpoteca,
pllego.
Documento Garantlzado, extensa forma entera.
Certiflcado de Matrimonlo, 10c.
sheet.
Proof of Labor,
sheet
Lode Mining Location,
sheet
Placer Mining Location,
sheet.
Title Bond to Mining Property,
sheet.
Title Bond and Lease of Mining Prop
sheet.
erty,
sheet.
Mining Deed,
sheet.
Mining Lease,
Coal Declaratory Statement,
sheet.
Coal Declaratory Statement with Powe
A ffl
of Attorney and

CHARLES WAGNER

Ftwiiittwe Co.
306 to 308 San Francisco Street.
We

are as far in the
LEAD

--

ALEXANDER BERKMAN AND HIS ATTACK
H. O. 'R1CK:

0'

sassin shot him twice and stabbed blm
also, but failed to make a complete job
of his murderous task. Now that Berk-mahas been released from prison it
has been reported that Mr. Frick would
spend $10,000 a year to keep him constantly under the eyes of detectives,
but the steel mnu has denied such an
Intention. Berkman says that, he no
longer believes In violence as a means
of changing existing social and political conditions. It is his intention to
write about the labor movement for
the press. He will advocate anarchy
as a philosophic principle, but not
bombs and assassination. During his
Imprisonment Berkman studied English, French and German and read
many books, and he says he will make
use of the education he has thus obMrs. John Murdock, of El Paso, Tex
tained In spreading hit ideas.
as, arrived In the city yesterday and
is a guest at the Hotel Normandie.
Mea Nce4 Bin Minora.
She is here to spend a few days' re"A man's dressing room needs a full
spite from business. The lady con- length mirror as much as a woman's
ducts a rooming house at the Pass boudoir." This declaration was made
City.
by a speaker at a convention of merchant tailors, and the statement met
If you cannot afford to pay for
with no contradiction In fact, after
dally paper, subscribe for the Weekly the convention had adjourned It was
New Mexican Review and get the found that every maker of garments in
cream of the week's doings. It is a the ball believed that It would make
the American citizen a better dressed
good paper to send to your friends.
If be would make arrangements
summer
to
rates
Los
Special
Ange person
"see
to
himself as others see htm."
Sa.n
Pacific
Coas
Francisco, and
les,
This is not "foppish," It was declared,
points by way ofhe Santa Pe Cen even
though it can be done only
tral Railway, E. P. & S. W. Railway,
El Paso & Southern Pacific Railway. through the use of the long mirror,
For information call on or address S. heretofore held sacred to my lady's
B.

1856.

OF

The New Mexican Printing Company
has the largest facilities and most
Returning from a visit to his "best modern machinery for doing all kinds
s
girl" near the hour of midnight Her- of Printing and Binding in
bert Rich,' a pressman of Las Vegas, style. Manufacturers of Loose-lea- f
ran into the muzzle of a big Colt's re- Ledgers. Pamphlets and Book Work
volver and promptly threw up his a specialty. Best Book Bindery In the
hands. The husky highwayman
Southwest.
the gun, relieved him of a watch
Mining Blanks.
and $11 in spare change, after which
he departed without leaving a receipt. Amended Location Notice,
Bheet,
He left Mr. Rich's pocketbook to be Agreement of Publisher,
filled for the next "Knight of the Big
Justice cf the Peace Blanks.
Mit-- '
Mr. Rich will hereafter either Appeal Bonds,
sheet
start for home earlier or carry a gun. Appeal Bonds, Criminal,
sheet.
Honorable J. J. Hagerman and Mrs. Appearanco Bond,
sheet
Walof
Roswell and Mrs.
Hagerman
Appearance Bond, on Continuance
ter Farwell of Chicago, passed through
.
sheet.
Las Vegas Tuesday In the Hager- Bond for
Appearance, District Court,
man private car attached to No. 8
Justice Quarterly Report,
sheet.
en route from Santa Fe to Colorado
Bond for Deed,
sbeet
Gov.
Hagerman accompanied Bond, General Form,
Springs.
sheet
the party as far as the Meadow City. Bond
of Indemnity,
sheet.
He is a guest at the Castaneda and
Certificate of Marriage, 75c per dozen.
expects to remain in Las Vegas unsheet.
Bond,
til Wednesday noon. The governor Official
Official Bond, Road Supervisor,
sheet.
made a trip over the scenic Highway
Certificate of Election,
sheet
with James O. McNary.
Letters of Guardianship,
sheet.
Wellington B. Glvens, who for the
Guardian's Bond and Oath,
sheet.
past four years has been director of
sheet
manual training at the Normal Uni- Letters of Administration,
Administrator's Bond and Oath,
versity of this city, has been selectsheet. ,
ed to have charge of the manual
sheet.
training In all the buildings of all the Letters Testamentary,
sheet.
Declaration, in Assumpsit,
Redland, California, schools.
The third squadron of the Fifth Declaration in Assumpsit on Note.
sheet
Cavalry In command of Major F. W.
sheet.
Foster is marching overland from Fort Satisfaction of Mortgage,
sheet.
WIngnte to Las Vegas on its way to Assignment of Mortgage,
Fort D. A. Russell, Wyoming, to at- Mortgage Deed without Insurance
sheet.
Clause,
tend the army maneuvers at that
place next month. The troop of cavalry Options,
consisting of 220 men with their of- Notice of Protest,
ficers, has just left Albuquerque, en Notaries' Notice of Publication,
sheet.
route to the Meadow City, which it
sheet
expects to reach in about eight days Warranty Deed,
and will then take the train to com- Quit Claim Deed,
sheet.
sheet.
plete the journey.
Bargain and Sale Deed,
The alleged kidnapping of an eleven Deed of Trust, full sheet.
months' old baby and the flight, of its Reipfise of Deed of Trust,
sheet.
father with the infant from Holbrook, Homestead Affidavit,
sheet
Colorado, to the home of his mother Homestead Application,
sheet.
in El Paso, Texas, was interrupted at
sheet.
Affidavit,
Lhs Vegas Monday. When No. 1, ar Homestead Proof, full sheet
rived at the Santa Fe station, No. 1 Homestead,
sheet
City Marshal Ben Coles apprehended Desert Land Entry,
sheet.
Isabel Calderon, the man referred Affidavit rtenutred of Claimant 4 069,
to in a telegram calling for his arrest. Notice to Assessor by Probate Clerk,
Calderon was lodged in the city jail
sheet
The Lease,
pending further developments.
sheet.
infant was taken in charge by Officer LMJg of Personal
sheet.
Property,
Railto
who
on
took
his
home
it
Kelly,
Chattel .Mortgage,
road Avenue. There the cooing, prat-tin- Warrant to
Appraisers, full sheet.
babe was taken care of by Mrs.
sheet
Acknowledgment,
x
Kelly. It slept in the Kelly babe's Mortgage Deed,
sheet.
crib and the two little strangers were Power of
sheet.
Attorney,
friends at once.
Bond to Keep the Peace,
sheet
sheet
Complaint, Criminal,
Forcible Entry and Detainer,
STILL AN ANARCHIST.
sheet.
,
Bat tli Man Who Shoi Frlek
Forcible Entry and Detainer,
Longer Brllvc In Violence,
Rbeet
The case of Alexander Berkman. the Replevin Boud,
sheet.
anarchist, who was released from a Execution
Forcible Entry and De-- !
a
is
short time ago,
long imprisonment
sheet.
talner,
a strange one.' Berknian's crime was Replevin Writ,
sheet
an attempt to kill Henry C. Prick, the Replevin Aifldavlt,
sheet
steel magnate. His sentence was twenty-Peace Proceedings, Complaint,
sheet
one
was
but
reduced
it
by
years,
sheet.
Warrant,
to
and
thirteen
behavior
good
years
sheet
Commitment,
eight months. He tried to kill Mr. Attachment Affidavit,
sbeel.
Frlclc because he hated him as a repreAttachment Bond,
sheet
Berk-ntasentative of the capitalist class.
General Blanks.
was then a youth of nineteen, and
sheet.
his life had been one of struggle with Township Plats,
sheet.
an inheritance of poverty and oppres- Sheep Contract,
sheet.
sion. He wan born In Russia and came Agreement,
to this country about five years before Application for License, Retail Liquor
sheet.
Dealers,
the attack on Mr. Prick occurred. The
latter was jnue of the incidents of the Application for License. Games an
Butcher's Bond,
sheet.
great Homestead strike of 1802, and Attachment
sheet.
Writ,
Mr. Prick was then at the bead of the
"as Garnishee,
Carnegie company. The would be as- - Attachment. Summons
Dheett
t
shoel.
Execution,
sheet.
Summons,
Hheel
Subpoe-- a
sheet.
Capias Complaint,,

n

THE W. A. McKENZIE
HARDWARE STORE
228 San Francisco St.

after attending to his business here
will go to Las Vegas.
George P. Albright, assessor of Bernalillo Comity, left last evening for
southern California for a vocation.
His family Is there now.
of the
V. P. Johnston, president
American Lumber Company, at Albuquerque, left the Dulse City yesterday
for a sojourn In Ios Angeles.
John Gilbert, of Colorado Springs,
Colorado, who has the contract for the
plumbing work at the Diaz sanitarium,
arrived yesterday In Santa Fe.
B. G. Wilson, In charge of the affairs of the Continental Oil Company
in New Mexico, was registered at the
Palace today from Las Vegas.
Miss Eudora Vestal of Phoenix, Arizona, en route to New York City, is
spending a few days here as the guest
of her friend, Mrs. C. H. Evarts.
J. H. McCutcheon, editor of the Industrious Advertiser nt Albuquerque,
today looked after business nffalrs
and political fences in this city.
John Rodgers of Durango,a.ndYynn
Lincoln of Roswell, miners by occupation, arrived In the city yesterday and
left this morning for Mexico City.
Miss Fannie Dennis and brother
Frank Dennis, of Pueblo, are spending
a few days sight seeing In Santa Fe,
They arrived In the city yesterday.
A. W. Green and family of Socorro,
who have been on ft visit to this city
for the past ten days, returned to
their home in the Gem City last night.
Girard Jones of Kansas City, and
Martin Leobeck of St. Louis were
among the tourists In the city today
and were guests at .the Normandie hotel.
Joseph DeWitt Warner, an assistant traveling inspector in the forestry
service, who has been in the city for
a week, leaves tomorrow for Beaver,
Utah.
Simon Stern, Albuquerque clothing
merchant, has gone to New York City
to, buy the fall and winter stock of
establishgoods for his mercantile
ment.
Hon. W. S. Hopewoll, of Albuquerque, manager of the New Mexico Fuel
and Iron Company, arrived In the city
today on the noon train from 'the
south.
District Attorney E. C. Abbott returned yesterday afternoon from Denver, where he enjoyed himself
mingling with his antlered frltends of
Elkdom.
Mrs. W. A. Ixwden, of Mountpeller,
Ohio, returned to the city hls afternoon from the Pecos Valley, where
she spent two months on an outing
with a party of friends.
W. A. Williams, of the Eaton Grant.
Is In Ihe city In quest of laborers to
work on the grant, and will remain
here for several days. He is stopping
at the Hotel Normamdle.
Antonio Archuleta of Rowe, and Julian Martinez of San Jose, ranchers
a
In the respective communities
from
which they hail, drove to the city today to purchase supplies.
J. P. Lyng, local passenger agent
of the Santa Fe Central Railway, left
j yesterday to Install a new station
agent at Torrance. The former agent
resigned to take another position.
Miss Stella Canny, stenographer in
the office of Attorney A. B. Renehan,
left this forenoon for the Valley Ranch
on the Pecos, where she will join a
party of friends for a two weeks' vacation.
W. E. Dudley, member of .the
mounted police force, left this city
last night for Thoreau. McKInley
County, where he is stationed. Hits
little daughter here who Is ill is improving.
of the
Harry F. Lee, secretary
Sheep Sanitary Board and city clerk
of Albuquerque, was a passenger from
that cLty last night to Long Beach,
California, where Mrs. Lee Is now sojourning.
Mrs. Lyman Putman, daughter Stella and son Lyman, Jr., of St. Louis,
Missouri, relatives of Mrs. J. V. Conway, will make an extensive visit in
Santa Fe, and are expected to arrive
here Sunday.
D. C. Clevinger of Albuquerque, the
contractor who has charge of the
stone work on the new county Jail, arrived in the city yesterday and will
remain here for a couple of weeks
looking after his part of the constuc-tlo-

j
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Blank.
Oath of School Director,
sheet.
Certificate of Apportionment of School
sheet
Funds,
District Clerk's Annual Report,
sheet.
Enumeration Form,
sheet
Teacher's Certificate,
sheet
sheet
Certificate of Appointment,
sheet
Contract for School Teacher,
Teachers' Term Register, full sheet
BheBt
Contract for Fuel,
Teacher' Monthly Report,
iheet

as
TEDDY
UNDERTAKING AND EMBALMING.

V

in representing

Cbarles Wagner, Llcenned Embalmer.

llew

the

PEOPLE

PEexloo Empioument Bureau
AND REALTY CO.

Morton C. Miller, Secretary and Manager.

Situations of all kinds Secured, Real
Estate Bought, Sold and Exchanged.
Money Lent on Approved Security.
RENTS COLLECTED AND TAXES PAID.

Business of

Non-Residen-

ts

Attended to.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN:
A Nice 7 Room House.
--

Lot. Good Location.
Fftiit Trees.
103

Palaca Avwim.

Large
Plenty of
Than

No. 1S1

JULY

WEDNESDAY,

25,

SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA EE, N. M.

1906.

William H. Harrison, assistant postmaster at Los Angeles, California,
was married lii Albuquerque yesterday to Miss Myra J. MulihoHand. Rev.
John W. Barron performed the cereThe showers last evening taitl the
mony.
dust tor a while anyway.
With a bank account and a oheck
Born, to Mr. and Mrs. Luis Apodaca, book
you have all he money you
a baby girl, Monday, at their home on
need right with you, and the correct
De Vargas Street.
cliange, too. Let us start you now.
The Cartwrlght-DaviCompany yes- United States Bank and Truat Comterday received a carload of luscious pany.
It.
watermelons from Texas.
Mrs. Rebecca Montoya y Ortiz, of
Mrs. Clarence Howard, a profession- Pena Blanca, died in Albuquerque
al nurse, has arrived in the city from
yesterday of pneumonia. The remains
Denver, and Is located at 10fi Grant were taken to Pena Blanca where they
Avenue.
were interred today at. the Catholic
Fred Muilin, a brlckmason from Al- Cemetery.
buquerque, is in the city and may
A Pueblo lady is In the city with an
locate here If he can find employment idea of establishing a steam laundry-Shat his trade.
has made an offer to buy the brick
Mrs, Victor Lueras of Pinos Wells, building owned by the board of educawho has been in Che city under the tion which has been used for a kincare of a physician, is now able to dergarten.
he up after a serious illness.
B. L. McClung and M. L. McClung,
A meeting of the board of education brothers from Newklrk, Oklahoma,
was called for this afternoon to con- were In the city yesterday on their
sider a proposition to sell several way to the Estancia Valley. They
pieces of real estate belonging to the have friends located in that district
board.
and went there for the purpose of filWhile eating breakfast this morn- ing on claims.
A coterie of young men who left for
ing in the dining room of the Hotel
Olalre, a young woman from Albu- a camping trip on the Peoos awakened
querque fainted but revived before the residents from a sound Slumber on
doctor, who was summoned, arrived. Palace Avenue" with their merry
The recent heavy rains washed a shouts and laughter during the dark
deep gully on Hillside Avenue near hours this morning.
Louis Bae-r- of Boston, formerly ft
the junction of
Street. The
city authorities should have it filled resident of Albuquerque, and now in
business in the "Hub of the Uni
up right away ns it is very
verse," is in the Duke City on a visit

mForcity topics)

s

'

When your nerves are weak, when you
are easily tired, when you feel all run
down, then is the time you need a good
strong tonic Ayer's Sarsaparilla. Your
doctor will tell you why it has such power over weak nerves, why it makes
the blood rich, and why it gives courage and strength. Ask him if it is. not
Wo have no aeorete We lublleb
J.O. Aver Co,,
just the medicine you need.
tlif formulae of all our mac
Lowell, Mate,
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Fall Samples
ARE IN

Come and Look
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K W. Baker, the photographer who
formerly resided in this city and at
that time was proprietor of the Santa
Fe studio, has written o friend here
that he has sold out hits business at
Midland, Texas, and expects to open
another first class studio In this city
within a few weeks.
Considerable comment has been
caused by. the unsightly condition of
the sidewalk in' front of the Old- Palace, it. apparently not having been
swept for a decade. Dust and snnd
is several inches deep except in front
of the post office, where the walk is
cleaned daily.
Miss Carrie Early, a health seeker
from Newton, Iowa, who has been
about two years in Santa Fe, left
this forenoon for Colorado Springs,
Colorado.
She was accompanied by
her father, George W. Early. Mr.
Early arrived in the city a week ago.
His daughter will remain for some
time at Colorado Springs but he will
return in a" few days to his home at
Newton.
Pinrtly cloudy tonight and Thursday
wlt.1i scattered showers and thunderstorms, is itlie prediction today of
the local weather man. The tempera
ture nt B o'clock this morning was CO
degrees. The lowest temperature durThe
ing last night was 57 degrees.
maximum temperature yesterday was
S3 degrees at 12:35 p. m
and the
minimum temperature was 02 degrees
at 1:25 n. m. The mean for the day
was 72 degrees with a relative humidity of 41 per cent. The precipitation
,
last evening was .07 inch.
Dr. J. H. Sloan received a telegram
last night Informing him of the death
of his father, John 0. Sloan, who passed away very suddenly yesterday afternoon at the family home In IndianMr. Sloan, who was
apolis, Indiana.
seventy-threyears of age, had been
ill for three weeks with typhoid fever,
but was convalescing until a relapse
set In which resulted fatally. He is
survived by a widow, four daughters
and three sons, and his death was the
first to occur In the Immediate family.
Mr. and Mrs. Sloan celebrated their
last
wedding anniversary
golden
March.
The following visitors havo registered at the rooms of the Historical
Society since Sunday: Mr. and Mrs.
Orville Strong, Dodgovlllo, "Wisconsin;
;
Mr. and Mrs. E. McElroy, Las
Mr. and Mrs. Samuei Bsler, Beaver Dam, Wisconsin; Mrs. Clarence
Idea, Las Vegas; Mrs. O. C. Travis,
Brooklyn, New York; Miss Bdna H.
Chase, New York City; Miss Nellie
F. Taylor, Tuscola, Illinois; Miss Alma M. Bergman, Chicago; Miss L. M.
Fanning, Raton; Miss Elizabeth Richards and Miss Irene Mackenzie, Albuquerque; Miss Esther Hodgson,
C. C. Richards, Jr.. and J.
S.
Richards, Ogden, Utah; H. M. Stary,
Bisbee, Arizona; John T. FitzsimmOns,
St. Louis; B. L. McClung, Kaw City,
Oklahoma; M. L. McOiung, Newklrk,
Oklahoma.
-

e
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to his ulster, Mrs. Bernard Hfeld, Incidentally he is looking after wool
purchases for his firm.
Property owners along the west aide
of Washington Avenue between Palace
Avenue nnd Federal Street who havo
no sidewalks In front of their property should have pavements built and
complete the line of sidewalks on
both sides of the Avenue.
County Treasurer Celso Lopez, Jose
returned
C. Sanchez and Nicolas
yesterday afternoon from a two
weeks' fishing trip on the banks of
the Mora River. They brought back
a big string of the speckled beauties
and had a very enjoyable outing.
Dr. H. P. Mora, Who with his brother Dr. Frank Mera, recently bought
Sunmount Tent City, is wearing a
smile that won't come off. It is an
eight pound baby girl, born yesterday. Mother and child are doing well.
Anyone wanting a good clpar see Dr.

Ui
COPAflY

In Training.
"What makes you think ha Is going
to be a candidate?"
"He wants to shake bauds with everybody he sees." Washington Star.
Work-PU-

Santa Fe,

New Mexico.

PLACES AT YOUR DISPOSAL ITS
FACILITIES AND INVITES YOU TO
MAKE USE OF THEM.

y.

Don't work too hard; 11 doesn't pay.
Devote a little time to play
To mitigate your labor.
When evening comei drop thought! of toll.
Initead of burning midnight oil
Drop in to ee your neighbor.
Don't play too hard; It doesn't pay.
We all should do some work eaoh da
To earn our bread and butter.
At leait go out in your back yard
And make a enow of working hard,
Although you only putter.
work, then play'i the proper war.
A you have heard the wtoej men say.
And that's the ksy to do- - tt.
He who to either wot or play
Devotes his life, day after day,
le pretty sure to rue tt.
-- SomerviU JournaL

Pint

LET US SERVE YOU.

OUR PLAC
OTTO RETSCH
Proprietor.
Fine Wines, Liquorsand cigars.
WEST SIDE OF PLAZA

:

:

:

SANTA FE, N. M.

STRAW HATS

CHOICE OF ALL $3 and $2
(Including Knox Hats)

FOR $1.00
'

TO-DA- Y.

Boys Straw Hats for J 5 cents.

-

fto
"You

Reatorrd Castle For

Him.

must admit," said the earl,
my ah ancestry dates back
much farther than your daughter's."
"Yes," replied the girl's rich old father. "We ain't been able to tract
ours back any farther than a certain
robber who was hanged In 1694. Now,
I t'pose you have a clear record right
back to the ape, haven't you?" Chica"that

BARGAINS IN ORCH-ARD- S
AND RANCHES
Located in the Fruitful and Far Famei
Espanola Valley Thirty Mile.
North of Santa Fe.
The following orchards and farm
properties in the famed and fruitful
Espanola Valley in southern Rio Arriba County in the Territory of New
Mexico, are for sale at a bargain.
There are satisfactory reasons for soiling. The section Is one of the finest
fruit and agricultural, not only In New
The
Mexico, but in the southwest.
supply of water for Irrigation purposes
is ample and stable at all times. The
climate is of the best. For particulars
address R. C. Bonney, real estate and
Insurance agent, Espanola, New Mexico. The properties are;
No. 1, 45 acres; 15 acres in alfalfa,
one acre bearing orchard; small house,
well, bam and corral; all fenced and
under irrigation ; one mile from
two and a half miles to railroad
station; price $.10 per acre.
No. 2. Full bearing orchnrrt of 1,200
standard apple trees; six miles from
Espanola; good house, barn, corral
and THwUIng house; produced 2,900
boxes of apples last, year; Irrigation
from Rio Grande; price $2,000.
No. 3. Seven acre orchard and marmile to town,
ket garden tract,
railroad, posioffice, school and church;
telegood six mom house, having
phone; barn, corral, cellar and packing house; a highly profitable business
and a fine home; produces annually
$700 to $900 in vegetables alone; price
post-offic-

CA(i& FIVt

NEW MEXICAN BARGAINS.
Herewith are gome bargains offered
by the New Mexican Printing Company: Code of Civil Procedure of the
Territory of New Mexico, 1897, sheep
bound, $1; paper bound, 75c; Missouri
Pleading forms, $S; Missouri Code
Pleadings, $6; the two for $10; Adapted to New Mexico Code, Laws cf New
Mexico, 1899, 1901, and 1903, English
and Spanish pamphlet, $2.25; full
leather, $3; Sheriff's Flexible-Cove- r
Pocket Docket, single, $1.25; two or
more books, $1 each; New Mexico Supreme Court Reports, Nos. 3 to 10, Inclusive, delivered at publisher's' price,
$3.30 each; Compilation Corporation
Laws, 75c; Compilation Mining Laws,
50c; Money's Digest of New Mexico
Reports, full shaep, $5 50 delivered;
full list school tanks.
Com
The New Mexican Printing
pany has on hand a large supply of
writing tablets and scratch pads suitable for school children, lawyers, merchants and also for home use, which
will be cleaned out at 10 cents a pound
and cheaper If ordered in" larger quantities. These tablets are made from
the odds and ends of the best paper
obtainable, and you are getting double
your money's worth when buying.
GIVE US

bouts, surreys, and platform spring
wagons. You need not send east, as
we will give you eastern prices with
See line before purfreight added
chasing.

Our Furniture
Department

To

we have added a flne line of Framed
Pictures, consisting of Carbonettes,

EXAMINE

AND

CALL

A

Car of Old Hickory Wagons have
arrived, and are now on sale. If you
are in the market for a good wagon,
see the Old Hickory and get our
prices. We have also buggies, road
wagons, steel and rubber tired runa- -

THEM.

Pastels, Etchings, from the art store
These
goods are attractive and offered at a
low price to Introduce them. It costs
you nothing to look at them and be
your own ludge.
SUMMER SPECIALTIES.
We have a full line of Gold Medal
rump supplies, consisting of folding
cots, tables and chairs. These folding
supplies occupy no space and add
pleasure nnd comfort to your camp
life. Also, full line of tents and
Call and see them.
FRUIT JARS.
We have a large stock of jars, all
kIzcs and rubbers,

one-ha- lf

If you want anything on sarin
a New Mexican "ad."

j

0. SYSTEM

D. &. R.

Santa Fe Branch.

$2,250.
infective
No. 4. For sale sheep ranch of 520
acres with" good fences and improve- 1AT HOl'SD

ments, has excellent water, shelter,
hay land and controls several thousand acres of flue goat grazing land.
No better proposition for a paying
sheep ranch in New Mexico.
No. 5. Twenty acres, having about
ten acres of full bearing apples of
standard varieties, peaches and plums,
seven acres of good alfalfa and three
acres garden land, good five room
adobe house, well built and finished,
good barn; the whole place almost en-- j
tirely surrounded by a hedge of box-- '
elder trees which serve as a protection
from the wind and add to the attrac- tiveness of the place; produced last
mir over $1,200; price $2,250; one and
a fourth miles east of Espanola.
No. C. The "Espanola Garden," one
half mile east of Espanola at $2,250.
This place is a full bearing apple or
chard and market garden tract of seven acres; a six room house; telephone,
barn, cellar, packing house, corral and
wire fence and house for chickens. A
beautiful and convenient home and a
place to make good money, besides
apples this place has cherries, pears,
plums, quinces and large beds of asparagus, spinach and rhubarb. The
vegetable products alone of this place
bring In annually $750 to $900. The
net receipts last year In vegetables
and fruit were over $500. Terms cash.

Dec

tmher 10th.
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points
ard gauge line, via I.a Veta Pass or the antee it to give absolute satisfaction
narrow gunge via Salida, making the or we'll take it off your bands.
You will obtain more refrigerator
entire trip in daylight and passinE
comfort In a SITKA REFRIGERATOR
FAMOUS
ROYAL
the
GORGB
through
than from any other cold storage box.
also for all points on Creede branch.
Saves Ice, saves money, saves worry,
S. K. HOOPER,
saves health and saves work. BookG. P. A., Denver, Colo
let for the asking.

PATENTS!
made from
explanations. Machine, gun
and bicycle repairing. Also
new and second hand bicycles for sale and guaranteed.
models

rcgjr

-- l

a

Kodaks and Photo Supplies
ART PICTURES AND FRAMING
We make a specialty of DEVELOPING, PRINTJ
I NO and ENLARGING. Mall Orders Given Promp
Attention. Hand for Catalogue,

Fe
256

WAITED.

San Francisco Street

HOWUND

266.

LEO

T. W. ROBERTS'

Can make quick sales if price
Is satisfacty of following

O. K. BARBER SHOP

Three First Class Barbers,
High Grade Shoe Shiner.
largest & Best Tubs in Citj

properties:

Coal Lands.
Timber Lands.
Grazing Lands,
Colonization Lands.
Mining Properties.
Properties must be large and
of established value,
HILL'OD

sup-pile-

At.

40ti....Ar... Denver
Lv.. 7.0jp
SAVE YOUR ICE
Trains stop at fOmbudo for i inor
and consequently your money by purwhere good meals are served.
a refrigerator that Is built
At Autonlto for Ouraugo, Sllverton chasing
scientifically and in the most modern
and Intermediate points.
At Alamosa for Denver, i'neblo and style. We can sell you the best one
on the market today and will guarImerniediate
via the stand-

LAND

SEVERAL

of Ullmnn & Co., New York.

tryi

Sole

Ind

Agent For

Malls orders promptly attended to.
Montezumi Ave, Santa Fe, N, M.
Telephone No. 38

Q'ALERS

. . .

GRAIN, POTATOES,

RETAIL

Lemp's St. Louis Beer

rsio South Broadway
LOS ANGELES. CALIF.

FLOUR, HAY,

WHOLESALE

HENRY KRICK

& CO.

S-P-5CI-

0

IN

SALT and sEEDs.

DOLLARS

SODA WATER

Ready for Invertment.
Land scrip bought and sold

Hugo Seaberg,
Raton, N.

Any

M

!

THE 0NLY EXCLUSIVE

The New Mexican Printing Company
Is prepared to do the best of brief
work In short order and at very reas- THE PLAZA BARBER SHOP
onable rates. Lawyers, who desire to
WILLIAM B PARSC-.8- ,
Prop.
have their briefs printed rapidly and
Tontorlal Parlor In Santa "e.
Leading
to
to
and
them
the
present
correctly
Two Porcelain Bath Tubs.
Supreme Court now In session here
ton time, should call on the New Me- Hair Cutting a Specialty. Three first-Clasxican Printing Company and leave their
Barton.
East Side of Plaza. South of Postal
Telegraph Office.
The New Mexican Bindery is turning out some of the most artistic
BOUGHT to any
binding in the Southwest. It Is the
parts In the Counmost completely equipped bindery In
try; sen'J ticket
the Rocky Mountain States south of
in and get cash for It; tran
is headquarters for legal blanks of all sactions
association office.
guaranteed;
kinds. The company makes a specialty
118 R. R. Ave., AlbuROSENFIELD,
in handling land office blanks, necesquerque, N. M.
sary In homestead entries and In mineral applications. Prices low, especially In quantities. Circulars giving
full Information furnish
n application.

s

'

KERR'S
Capital : Parlors

Record-Heral-

....

BAD BREATH

IN 8ANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

nrrr tint
rfi rr uuuu
iuui
willi

rViv

rn

rauoh the largest

asset we haio in our business.

wl
To have our

customers say to their friends, "Every statement made by S. Spitz
run be relied upon" is the very best recommendation
for.

we

can strivo

Reliability is our watchword and every sale we make is closed

only after the purchase proves entirely satisfactory.

satisfaction

to buy at a store like

this.

It

is a great

Every article carries with

it our guarantee.

ri

Manutactunng Jeweler, Dealer
in Watches, Jewelry, Diamonds.

1

Daily

Papers

ALL PERIODICALS

Books and Stationery
FINK CIGARS AND CANDY

Proprietor.

r

GRAIN H0U8E

Flavor You Desire.

We will deliver, Soda Water In any
,uantlty to any part of the city.
CITY BOTTLING WORKS,
Telephone No. 38.

USTICE OF THE PEACE DOCKETS.
The only first class in city.
The New Mexican Printing Company
ordiof
a
cut
with
be
Glass can
pair
Second to none in Territory.
dockcivil
has prepared
and criminal
nary shears If glass and shears and ets
the
use
for
of
Four
Justices
first class artists : ; ;
speciallv
water.
hands are all kept under cold
of the peace. They are especially
' Electrical Baths
$1.50
ruled, with printed headings, in eithe
25
Baths'
Other
recSpanish or English, made of good
ord paper, strongly and durably bound Parlors Located West Side Plan
with leather back and covers and can- W. H. KERR,
vas, sides, have full Index In front and
the fees of justices of the peace and
"Formonthi t had great trooM with my stomach
of medletnei. My tongua hat constables printed in full on the first
Sod used all kinds
actually as green as trass, my breath having
a bad odor. Two weeks ago a friend recommended
page. The pages are 10x6 inches.
C aware ts and after using them I oan
willingly and
cheerfully say that they have entirely cured me. I These books are made up in civil and
therefor lei yon know that I hall recommend
criminal dockets, separate of 32
them to any one suffering from such troubles."
CUM. H. Halpun, 1W R Kington St., New York, NT.
pages each, or with both civil and
criminal bound In one book, 80 pages
Reliable Horse, tlnglr
civil and 320 pages criminal. To in- Fins Rls
troduce them they, are offered at the
unlet, turrsys, Hacks.
following low prices:
4.00 Call up 'Phone Ns. I when In need
Civil or criminal
Combined civil and orlmlnnal....$5.00
of Anythnlg in the Livery Line,
For 45 !ents additional for a single
Drivers Furnished..
Rsssenshle
docket or 55 cents additional for a
Rates.
combination docket, they will be sent
PImimiI, Palitabl, Potent, TMt Good, Do flood, by mall or prepaid express. Cash In
or
He.
Weaken
10a,
K.T.t
Nmr Slok.n,
Ko,
Qrlpe,
order. State
lold la bulk. Til genuln. tablet itempeA 000, full must accompany
QoAMnteed to cure or your money dmIc
whether English or Spanish
plainly
Sterling Remedy Co., Chieig or N.Y. jaS
printed heading is wanted. Address
AXXUAL SALE, TEX C.m81taKS
NEW MEXICAN PRINTINO CO.

go

OUR LEADER

. .

JACOB WELTIY1ER

. .

1

LIVERY STABLE.

CHAD. CliCSSOIf.

I

Hav Yet a Very Good Line of

LATEST

STYLE LAWNS

And All Other Summer Goods
nd in order not to carry over for noxt season tbey will be sold from now
on at and below coat. Please call and look at tbem, no trouble to Show
goods.

ADOLPH SELIGMAN.

SAttTA VE NEW MEXICAN, SANTA TE. N.
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WANTS

CHARLES W. DUDROW

Doors
Sash, and
Lumber,
MATIMH
KIHD3
OP BTJILDIMO

ALL

Cord and Stovt Wood Extra
CERR1LLOS
and HAGAN
TRANSFER
Phon

js

U4

Santa Fe,

COAL

We Unol EvrrytkLan Movable
aad Yards at Cerrllloa, M M.

ATORAGK:

0c

Branch

NEWS NOTES

j

THE BEAUTIFUL
ESPANOLA VALLEY

M!..i
MIHUI69
Tims Enough?

SKIN RAW

EZEKL& AND FEVERISH- -

atu-pl-

COAL s WOOD

ITCHI1IC INTENSE

J.UO
Raton and Miuiero Screened Lump, per ton
5.00
Nut
Raton
Commercial
(lonfl
Grate
Trinidad
Kindling,
Smithing,
Screened Domestic, Lump,
and Cord Wood. All orders receive prompt and en re fill attention.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Thnne

S. P. Depot.

A

No.

B.V

five-yea-

Jewelry Catalog No. 49

--

and save money on your purchases. Our guarantee of
high quality and correct style will cost you nothing.

BROCK

WRITE FOR IT TODAY.

IS FREE.

CATALOG

&

as a fruit district the conditions are
almost perfect. . Thousands of acres
lie uncultivated and eighty per cent
of the waters of the great Rio Grande
roll hy unused. Home seekers are
settling here rapidly and more are
welcomed to help make this beautiful
valley the hest In the Rockies.
For further particulars In general,
prices of bearing orchards, Improved
and unimproved lands, etc., address
Roscoe C. Bonney, real estate and Immigration agent, Espanota, New

fiji

.

OFFl E; GarfleM Ave., Near A..T.

1906.

25,

Finest Possible Conditions for Fruit
Raising Abundance of Water.
Graham County.
The
Headache
Espauola Valley of the Rio
From
Worst
Care
To
the
Any
WANTED Five section laborers,
Many of the Detroit Copper and
Grande
beginning twenty miles north
teams to haul slabs, Inquire of S. B. Arizona Cofper employes are return
New Reduction Method.
Cause
of Santa Fe and extending north
Grlmshaw.
summer
vacation,
ing from their early
miles to Enibudo is perand the camp as a whole Is very far Most headaches and palm yield Instantly to twenty-fivto
WANTED
appoint from any thoughts of a strike it would the new Reduction Method Dr. Snoop's Twenty haps the greatest Irrigated valley In
Special agent
The cause lor these New Mexico.
No other valley has a
local canvassers
for "Keyless Pad- seem. To the contrary everything Is Minuteii Headache Cure.
pains congestion a rushing of blood to the
lock." New invention. Demand enor- hustle and enterprise, everything Is nerve centers which diswnds the veins to better climate, soil, variety of prothe buratlnit point. Swollen and enlarged,
or more abundant supply of
mous, Good salary and expenses pay- being pushed to its utmost capacity nearly
these veins and capillaries exert an irritating ducts
on the myriads, of nerve branches and water for Irrigation.
able weekly. Address, Manufacturer, in all departments.
The soil In this
Everyone seems pressure
fibres. Then.there'sasXpnln, and finally that
723 Chestnut Street, Philadelphia, Pa, to toe
is
free
from
l'
new
well
and
oeuse-fSubscribe for the New Mexican.
alkali,
cold, stormy
ache.
may
This
valley
they
contented,
xoruolating,
les
Reduction Method a
disiernes the blood, winters or
be, for Morenci well merits the name distributes
excessively hot summers; We print the news the day It
diand
overflow,
HOUSES TO RENT.
channels. II It Is shut In by high mountains and
of being one of the cleanest and rects It to the thel.
I
trees the nerve
.centers from all
Mouses to rent, lease or for sale, healthiest camps la itlhe territory.
sk.v
Irritation the
and
pressure
locafurnished or unfurnished, good
Government Inspectors have been pains and J a
.Aittiei
their cause
tions. Call on the reliable firm, Hughes making some investigations
in Co
jJ4TS J moved.
You
V5-baa been re- & Delgado. Ofllce west side of Plaza. chise
reme
few
sand
the
maytryathou-wpast
County during
and
drug
diesyou
of
niiijTfllTsKj
to
In
govthe fencing
weeks
regard
the nerveaf
ff into submission
but the remedy
'which bring!
ernment land by the cattle men, and
400 ACRE RANCH FOR SALE
and
relief
permanent cur
prompt
in one or two instances have ordered will be successful
One of the best ranches in New Mexibeoause it reduces
The off- the congestion it wy must embody the
co, half a mile of permanent water, the removal of the fences.
Eczema is a tormenting, stubborn
Reduction Method.andV Medicine has thus
two good small adobe houses, corral, icials have demanded the removal of found
disease caused by an acid humor in
sure, yet the only way
a nay simple
to thoroughly overcome theno attacks of Headthe blood coming in contact with the skin and producing rednes9, inflamspring, 320 acres of bottom land, pat- what Is known as the Slaughter fence, ache
and Neuralgia. The effect of Dr. Snoop's
ented. All under fence. Am owner which runs across the country from Twenty Minute Headache Cure is prompt permation and almost intolerable itching. An inactive state of the system and
absoand
Cotof
Headaohe
fectly suited toInoil forms
of this place and will sell cheap for Silver creek to the vicinity of
sluggish condition of the eliminative members leaves the waste and refuse
lntAlo nneltfvn
pvprv tftmnArumprtt. For Bala
cash. Large open range joining. 1 tonwood, or near the New Mexican and reoommcnili'd by
matter of the body to collect and sour instead of passing them off through
The fence was greeted years
have also a fine truck farm, 40 acres line.
nature's channels of bodily waste. The blood in its efforts to purge the sysFISCHER DRUG CO.
cultivated land under ditch, 5 acres iu ago by the Erie Cattle Company and
tem of all foreign matter absorbs this acid and throws it off through the
Will was used as a drift fence to prevent
orchard, 300 acres of pasture.
pores and glands of the skin. The acrid humor seems to ooze out and set
r
lease on the cattle from going across the line to hnve conclusive evidence of horse
Klve right party a
the skill on fire, the straw colored, sticky fluid drying and forming crusts,
on
t.no
this place. Cash rent if desired. This into Mexico, and to keep them
and the itching is intense.
When these pustules are scratched off the skin
stealing against him which will insure
is left raw and feverish and often a solid sore is formed and kept up by the
place is within two miles of Santa San Bernardino range.
Trujio free lodging at Yuma for a
Rosa. Fine local marnet for all proconstant escape of acids from the blood. Local applications of salves, powterm of years. In the event that he
Santa Cruz County.
lotions etc. are desirable and should be used because they allay the)
ducts.
ders,
Address, W. C. BURNETT,
E. L. Griswold, deputy collector of should not be convicted at Tucson he
... '. .
,
.
..rr
Santa Rosa, New Mexico.
customs under Collector McCord, has will find Pinal and Gila County offnciiing amij give me ttuuciui temporary comion, DUl are in no sense CUrauve,
reach
seat
cannnt
because
of
the
moBt
ihandsome
which
the
is
him.
The
serious
blood.
icers
in
the
of
a
trouble,
they
erection
awaiting
begun the
TO EXCHANGE.
S. vS. S. goes down into the blood, cleanses
stone dwelling at Nogales. The house charge against Truplo is one in
A pleasant home in Canon City
the circulation of all acids and humors, builds
will have seven rooms on the ground Sonora. He is a native of that state
for a home in Santa Fe enquire floor and two in Oho basement, and and is much wanted by the Mexican
up the thin, sour blood and by removing every
officers." It Is alleged that Trujio is
Vpctlcfe f9 tVlA rai1CA
of fnrhptt & Smvthe. Rapt side of
nantiQ.
to
adddition
ornamental
an
254t will be
Van
neutlv. The irritating eruntions riisannear.
one of a band who murdered an AmeriPlaza.
the city.
d
can named Maxwell at Plnas de TerPURELY VEGETABLE. tlie itclling and burning cease, and the
J. W. Cherry, of Norfolk, Virginia,
skin, being fed by a fresh, cooling stream
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making arrangements for the obser"AND THE WORLD GOES ON."
rememhome with many pleasant
The above is the title to a new song brances. He Is-- a newspaper man of vance of Labor Day. While it Is still
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that Is Raining In population every
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title
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Ton"
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The
day.
Collector McCord has appointed ly that the celebration two years will
In
hotel
and
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the best lunch
James V. Gamble to he mounted in- be eclipsed. This celebrated continuSanta Fe. which is also gaining in
spector in the customs service at. ed two days and was a great success.
popularity. When you eat there once
Nogales.
Visitors went to tho city from a numyou have a longing desire to continue
ber of surroundiug towns.
Cochise County.
And the world still goes
a customer.
In the July number of the Arizona
nnd
tho
been
After
largest
having
Are you glad?
the richest merchant of Bisbee in the Magazine, referring to the business
Berko-wltgrowth and bank deposits of the terSubscribe for the New Mexican, pioneer days of that camp, S.
lost his 'home and his business ritory, that publication says: "Cochise
We print the news the day It hap
at 'Sun Francisco in the quake and fire County, without a bank In 1896, leads
pens.
in May and has arrived in Douglas all other counties in amount of deposan old, yet determined man, to start its with over $1,700,000, Maricopa
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News has reached Tucson of a
can result the Douglas Dispatch, "and when I
absolutely
battle which took place bepitched
lost everything in San Francisco and tween a band of
only In good for the little ones.
Yaquis and Ameriknew I had to start life over again, cans and Mexicans at the mining
H. 9. KATJNK & CO,
and
I
26
once
of
district
this
Phone
thought at
camp of Zubleta, eight miles from La
decided to come to young and pros Colorado,
CITY BOTTLING WORKS, Phone
Although the battle lasted
perous Douglas to grow up with the less than an hour, one Mexican was
city. I am not as young as I was when killed and at. least three Yaquis. It
MARRIAGE LICENSE LAW.
Revision Typewriterlflslslc.igesh "3o does Hie Reminglon'OpeBitoc
The new marriage license law re I arrived at Bisbee eighteen years ago could not be learned whether any
with nothing but a tailor's kit and a more Yaquis fell before the bullets
three
to
clerks
lOvwTckoff.
poBt
5eomans & Benedkr.i327 Broadway.
quires probate
roll of cloth, but I can still make a which met their attack as all the dead
copies of the new law In conspicuous
The New garment that will fit and wear and I and wounded were taken away by
places In each precln-- t.
It
the Indians when they retreated.
Mexican has printed the law neatly am not afraid of work."
Owner, Kansas, 83 fed Colorados,
.
The interior of a saloon at Firtle- - was known, however, that three Yaq- KANSAS CITY LIVE
on cardboard and is now ready to fill
1384, $5.40.
,i
not
did
STOCK RECEIPTS Lockart, L. S. Co., Sugar City, Colo- orders in English or Spanish at fifty vllle was demolished last Wednesday uis fell from their horses and
cents for each poster. Probate clerks under most remarkable circumstances. rise again.
rado, 101 Killers, 1227, $5.30.
L. S. Co Sugar City, Colo- ocka
"You may say for me that the new
should enter their orders immediately, While rushing to the rescue of a gaso
Last
line lamp from which the fluid was building of the First National bank Upward Tendency In Prices
ua
rauo
lslllt!IB
J,", ja.tu.
Week Feature Was Large Run
Comer and Cox, Lamar Colorado, 83
escaping Clay Hockett, the day bar will nositively go up from henceforth
REAL ESTATE BARGAINS.
of Calves.
was
statement
This
a
headed
$5.40.
hitch."
a
tender,
upon
1384,
stepped
large
without
'Killers,
Ton can get some bargains in the
W. C. Rvnearson. Higfitns.
Texas,
real estate line right now by calling match and Instantly the whole thing made to a Douglas reporter by Judge
the
for
went
58 Calves, 158, $0.25.
up with a boom. That Hockett D. A. Richardson, attorney
Special to the New Mexican.
on the reliable real estate dealers,
was not killed or blinded was ex bank. "From this time on we will
Stock Yards, Kansas City, Mo., July
W. C. Rynearson, Higgins, Texas,
Delgado Office west side
Hughes
He escaped with slight brook no further delay from any 23, There was a general upward tend- 7 Cows, 781, $2.90.
traordinary.
of Plaza.
"BeG. W. Slagle, Hereford, Texas, 47
ency to the market last week, with a
Injuries and for a wonder no one pres source," Judge Richardson said
ent was seriously hurt. Probably $300 ginning day after tomorrow work will slight check Friday, net advance for Calves 192, $5.75.
CITY OF MEXICO VIA SANTA FE,
L. A. Arnold, Hereford, Texas 58
commence and there will be no more the week 5 to 20 cents covering all
will cover the damages.
$43.65.
It is fit for occupancy.
of cattle. The supply today is Calves, 205, $5.75.
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until
A
Mexican
with
an
stops
au
engine
wiper
One fare for the round trip, dates
is estimated that about ten to 13,000 cattle and 3,500 calves, the feat- -- Some sales of Western sheep and
of sale April 2Rth to May Bth, return tomobile may seem to be an anorooly It
weeks more work will he nec- ure today being the big run of calves. lambs at Kansas City this week: v
twelve
a
and paradox, but such a combination
limit July 31st.
Veals sold higher last week, but prices
to the building's completion.
Monday, July 16, 19,06.
Also on June 25lh to July 7th, re now exists in Douglas. William B. essary
Clerks on them broke a quarter today, acof
Brotherhood
Campbell and Francis, Flagstaff,
Railway
a
The
Southwestern
Lopez,
15th.
Also
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wiper
turn limit. September
Sep
count of the big run, panhandle calves Arizona, 1864 Lambs, 65, $7.75.
Dougin
fact
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now
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in
accomplished
North
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tho
Douglas,
tember Sd to 14th Inclusive, return residing
W. Mclntire, Flagstaff, Arizona, 1001
selling at $5.50 today. The best fed
local has twenty-eigh- t
limit October 31st, l iberal stop overs fortunate individual. He drew the las. The new
auto at a raffle and now the auto Is members and bids fair to become a steers are 10 to 15 cents higher than Wethers, 100, $6.
allowed.
E. Hill has a week ago, top today $6.10 for four
drawing William. All of the names strong organization. A.
Just like Santa Fe all the way.
J. M. Burke loads, fed Colorados at $5.75 today, C64 Wethers, 101, $5.50.
elected
president;
been
of
360
the
on
chances
Call on any agent for information.
taking
190C.
M. Beanchampe, the Lockhart steers $5.35 today, against
17,
J.
July
and
Tuesday,
secretary,
buzz
H. S. LUTZ,
wagon were placed In the store
M. F. Lovelace, Corona, N. M.,
treasurer. They will meet soon when $5.25 and $5.30 last Monday. Fed ColoAgent, Santa Fe, N. M policy wheel at Elvey's garage and a hall will be selected for permanent rados topped the market two days last 954 Wethers, 94, $5.55.
the last name drawn was the winner.
M. F. Lovelace, Corona, N. M.,
use and a regular meeting night sel- week, and topped the market for the
Santa Fe to Denver, Colorado Springs The name Lopez went to .the bottom
R. C. McKamey, president, and week as well, at $6.10. Branded cat- 963 Wethers 101, $5.55.
ected.
&
and
Rio
stayed there until the others were
and Pueblo via, the Denver
W. L, Booth, Arizona, 1211 Wethers,
J. J. Finney, secretary of the El Paso tle are selling closer to Natives each
Grande. Tickets on sale June 1st to all gone.
two other mem- year, when as well finished, and the 107, $5.80.
by
accompanied
local,
Unless the officers can unravel" the
September 30, final limit October 31st
to aid In feeders in the corn belt are recognizCampbell & Francis, Flagstaff, Ariz.,
bers, were there last Sunday
Stopovers allowed north of Pueblo in mystery of the mad man of PlrtlevlHe, organization.
ing this fact to a greater extent each 1351 Lambs, 63, $7.65.
re
Denver
and
To
either direction.
season. The large sums expended by
the end of a sequence of strange
Campbell & Francis, Flagstaff, Ariz.,
turn $22.55. To Pueblo and return events may be a, murder.
the Western ranchmen in breeding up 3241 Yearlings, 83, $6.15.
the
Only
584
$17.55. To Colorado Springs and re accident
their herds meets an Increasing reof bad markmanshln ore- E. L, Ryan, Montrose, Colo.,
turn $t9.55.
ward every year, many Illinois, Iowa Lambs, 67, $7.76.
vented the uncanny mystery from
F. IT. M'BRIDE, Agent.
and Missouri feeders now refusing to
terminating In a bloody tragedy, early'
Wednesday, July 18. 1906.
SUMMER TOURI8T RATES.
feed anything but the high grade westone night recently. A. Donaldson was
Siaats and V., Provo, Utah, 1985
ern branded steers. What was former- Feeders, 81, $4.65.
awakened by screams from his little
a mark condemnation has come to
INDIAN FESTIVAL, daughter.
SANTA CLARA
Donaldson rushed to the
Campbell and Francis Flagstaff,
M. O'Brien and his family fared ly
child's room and what he saw froze badly during the storm Monday across he a sign of special merit Stacker Ariz., 1117 Ewes, 91, $5.10.
Sunday, August 12th, 1906.
and feeder trade is still of small diOn this occasion the Santa Clara In his own blood with horror.
Thursday, July 19, 1906.
Bending the river from Lake Arthur. The stone
dians will be joined by those of San over the child's bed with his hands building which he but recently built, mensions, as packers absorb about all
Campbell and Francis, Flagstaff,
Juan and San Ildefonso and an ex upon her face stood an unknown man was wrecked In. the storm. Both Mr. the Kansas grass cattle now coming, Ariz. 220 Lambs, 63, S7.60.
Campbell and Francis,- Flagstaff,
tended program of dancing, racing and of such hideous mien that Donaldson and Mrs. O'Brien and one child were at $1.00 to $5.00, prices unchanged on
stackers and feeders, at $3.25 to $4.50, Ariz., 224 Ewes, 80, $5.10.
was swept with a feeling of
from
games has been arranged.
is
suffering
O'Brien
Tepulslon injured. Mrs.
Friday, July 20, 1906,
Santa Fe Lodge of Elks will have rather than of rage. The man wore a a broken ankle, while Mr. O'Brien Is a few common ones at $2.50 to $3.25.
Panhandle cows sold at. V. 7! tn $2.90
C. H. Means, Arizona, 955 mixed, 96,
In charge an excursion to be run over black slouch hat and his face was
hurt about the back. The little fel- today,
$5.00.
&
R. G. Railway on this date, painted black with someiJMng which low had a narrow escape from death.
the D.
The packer's long contention that
train to leave Santo Fe at 8 a. m re gave it an evil shiny gloss. At a A board struck him, knocking him un- mutton
prices were too high turned
turning arriving at, Santa Fe at
glance Donaldson knew that the, man der the bed which protected him from out to be true last week and today.
m.
was
p.
not a negro and that the color- falling rock.
,
Run was 26,000 last week, 3500 today,
Fare for the round trip $1.50. Tick ing was false. The man's face was Last week Mr. Sweeney, of Dexter, not
any too many for the needs here,
Palace.
ets on sale at Fischer's Drug Store distorted as if with pain or' terror. had an experience that he would hardbut bad demand from consuming cenand Kerr's Barber Shop.
B. G. Wilson, Las Vegas; E. P.
Although not a cripple, he walked ly like to have repeated. In attempt- ters, and heavy supplies of mutton
bent half to the floor, as Hyde did ing to cross the Pecos River east of east have put the
Cincinnati, Ohio; H. 'Wfighting Implements FeTguson,
NATIONAL ENCAMPMENT, GRAND when assuming the hideous
Dexter, his 'horses and hack bogged into the hands of the buyers lately. .Taylor, Las Vegas.
personaliARMY OF THE REPUBLIC.
ty of the groveling, despicable crea In the quicksand. He unhitched and Arizona lambs sold at $7.10 and $7.15
Claire.- ;."
Minneapolis, Minn., Aug. 13 to 18, 1906 ture of crime Instead of the
went back to get another team to help today, 63 to 67 pounds, about the same : E. W. Dobson, Albuquerque; E. 0,
upright
For the above occasion the Santa Fe and benevolent Dr.
Donaldson pull the hack out, but while he was class of lambs that have been selling Murray, St. Louis; Mies Irene Macwill sell tickets to Minneapolis and sprang with an oathJeykll.
at
the throat of gone a wave came and took It down formerly at $7.50 to $7.75. Yearlings kenzie, Miss Elizabethi Riohairds, Alreturn at a rate of $31.30.
tiie intruder, hut the creature eluded the river, Mr. Sweeney got back In would bring $5.50 to $6.00, wethers
buquerque; Elfego Baca, Socorro; W.
Dates of sale Aug. 10th and 11th; mm
from an open win- time to see it turning over and over on $5.25 to $5.60, ewes $4.75 to $5.25. R, Forbes, M. FTisbman, Albuquerque;
leaping
lighting
return
good for
passage Sept. 30th, dow and disappearing into
the nurht. Its way down stream. He was fortu- There is quite a demand for stock and Lon Reed, Raton; J. C. Bold, Chicago;
190(1.
Grasping his pistol, which was In the nate In getting out in time to escape feeding sheep at $4.00 to $4.65, a big E. W. Bold, Decatur, 111.; E. Kahn,
H. S. LUTZ, Agent,
next room, Donaldson caught a
band at the latter price Thursday.
B. G. West, Chicago; John
fleeting the same fate.
Santa Fe, N. M,
and Cincinnati;
Calvin Robertson, living on the Hag- - Prices are still remunerative,
glimpse or the intruder and fired at
H. McCuitcheon,
Albuquerque; L. J.
him, but the bullets missed their mark. erman farm one mile south of Dexter, some traders believe they will gradLas Vegas; Ed. Cuff, Paris; T.
Meyer,
A "want ad" in the Net Mexican
as
work
again,
upwards
packers
Pima County.
met wlh tt very painful accident on ually
London.
brings sure results.
District Attorney Benton Dick is Saturday afternoon while hauling al- have not been able to hold them down LaForest,
: Normandle.
a
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for
long
quite
being freely mistaken for John D. falfa. In crossing an irrigation ditch, very long
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There is more Catarrh In this section to Rockefeller and one
Los Angeles;. Mrs.,
time.
John
Sterling,
correshorses
broke
double
the
tree
the
and
gullible
country than all other diseases put together,
,
Stock Yards, Kansas City, Mo., July George Murdock, EI Paso; Fred
and until the last few years was supposed to pondent sent out a wire story to the ran away, causing him to pitch head
he Incurable.
For a great many years effect that Rockefeller was here Inof Western Cattle
A.
28.
Some
sales
Williams,
W.
Albuquerque;
foremost from 'the wagon where he
doctors pronounced It a local disease and
Eaton Grant; D. B. Clevenger, Albuprescribed local remedies, and by constantly cognito, says the Tucson Citizen. The stood driving.
He fell about twelve here this week:
53
local
with
cure
to
L.
Oxford
proS.
treatment,
tailing
Nebraska,
Arnett,
mistake was due to the fact that the feet
querque; Ivan CTltz, Denver; Frank
nounced It Incurable. Science baa proven
striking on the wagon tongue,
catarrh to be a constitutional disease and district attorney has lost all his hair. He suffers a severe contusion of one fed Colorados,' 1373, $6.10.
Dennis, Miss Fannie Dennis, Pueblo;
therefore requires constitutional treatment. The loss Is only temporary, however,
L. S. Arnett, Oxford, Nebraska, 57
Edgar Andrews, Bonanza; Jose Ortiz
arm and leg, and has some Indications
Hull's Catarrh Cure, mamifnntiired by P. S.
fed
to
was
Colorados, 13S4, $6.
and
due
conIs
Ohio.
of
the
Toledo.
the
Co.,
t
the
Cheney
only
application
y Pino, GaWsteo; John Gilbert, Colorainternalof
fortunately,
but,
injuries,
stitutional cure on the market, It Is taken barber's clippers to prevent a
Owner, Kansas, 78 fed Colorados, do Springs; John Rodgers, Durango;
possible no hones were broken,
Internally In doses from 10 drops to
1461, $5.95.
It acts directly on the Mood and complete disappearance of the natural
Lynn Lincoln, Roswell.
mucous surfaces of the system. They offer head
Owner, Kansas, 146 fed Colorados,
covering.
Coronado,
one hundred dollars for any case It falls to
or
If you have anything to sell, rent
1190, $5,75.
Jesus Trujio, who was captured at
rare. Send for circulars and testimonials.
Pedro
Socorro, Luis Padilla,
Sena,
Address: P 1. CHKNBV & CO., Toledo, Ohio. Tucson is booked for a
81
fed Colorados,
Owner, Kansas,
long stay be- exchange use the "Want" columns of
Sold by Druetrlrts, 75c.
Espanola.
1008, $5.35. .
Take Hall a Family Pills to constipation hind prison bars. Tucson officers claim the New Mexican.
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Howie

Belen is

glanced after Marcla with
Here was a splendid cruise spoiled almost at the outset. Just because
lie had ridiculed her matinee hero she
had stamped her foot angrily and had
feclared that she wanted to be set
ashore at the first opportunity, and
Marcla was always hs good as her

N. M., kt the

31 mWes south of Albuquerque,

junc-

tion of the Main Line of the Santa Fc System

While be was still gazing at the
down which her slender figure had vanished Mrs. Lorraine came
panting up the stairway.
"Mr. Howie," she said majestically,
"my daughter Informs me that she has
been grossly Insulted. I must ask that
you put the yacht about at once and
land us at the nearest port."
Howie made the mistake of trying to
argue, "I merely said that Rowland
Montague was a stick," he began, "and
then Marcla grew angry and gave me
back my ring and salrl she wanted to
go home."
"I consider Mr. Montague a most
actor," announced the lady,
who cared notbiug for Montague, but
who dearly loved a battle. "It was
not polite of you to attack the Judgment of your guests. Perhaps had If
been a horse we should have had to
abide your judgment, but of the Oner
arts you know nothing, and I am glad
that my daughter has discovered her
error in time to avoid nu alliance with
a man of such poor UsIp.
Please put
about at oucc."
Howie groaned. Of old he knew
Mrs. Lorraine ns an antagonist worthy
of one's steel. She would persist in upholding Marcia In her bad temper. If
they ever reached port with Marcia iu
this humor he could never hope to restore the engagement. In spite of her
temper, or possibly because of II,
Howie loved Marcla, and he was determined that at all hazards the yacht
would not touch the landing at Palm
Beach until a truce had been effected.
ne was si ill pondering the matler
when half an hour later Mrs." Lorraine's portly form reappeared upon
the deck. Instead of coming toward
blm she went to the wheelhouse and

out with broad 80 and

70-fo- ot

wide, with beautiful lake and pnblic park and grand old

Commercial

eye.

"I perceive that we are still headed
northeast," she said as she approached.
"I must Insist that you turn about Immediately."
She was almost sorry that she would
not have this tractable young man for
but her Joy was short
lived, for when the sun set in the east
It was plain to be seen that the compass card had been tampered with and
there was an explosion that proved
more diverting to the rest of the party
than to Howie or the Lorraines.
It ended In the yacht's nose being
swung around, and, with a pocket
compass, Mrs. Lorraine verified the
course. The rest were sorry that the
trip was to be abandoned; but, full of
the joy of victory, Mrs. Lorraine considered no one but herself..
It was barely light the next morning
when the sound of pistol shots were
beard on the deck, and the party rushed np the companionway. Up forward
the crew had gathered arid stood, sullen faced, regarding the owner and his
captain. At the appearance of the
party Howie left the sailing master
and came toward them.'
"It's all right," he explained. "There
was a mutiny, and I am afraid that the
men hare possession of the boat. They
have promised not to Interfere with
our comfort, and they will land us at
one of the Bahama group, with enough
provisions to enable us to reach Nassau. Tbey will give us the launch."
For a moment Mrs. Lorraine eyed
the crew and seemed on the point of
going forward to them, but to their
treat relief she elected to have hysterics Instead and cansed a diversion
that occupied the entire party until the
till civil steward announced breakfast.
The situation seemed more pleasant
after breakfast Apart from the fact
that every man In the crew carried a
revolver, ostentatiously displayed, they
went about their work the same as
usual. No detail of service was lacking, and Jimmy Trovers declared a
mutiny de luxe to be a positively novel
and pleasant experience.
Mrs. Lorraine offered the men rapidly Increasing sums to put the party
ashore at Palm Beach, but the crew declined to approach within reach of the
authorities, and even the good lady's
threat to have the southern Atlantic
squadron ordered In their pursuit the
moment they reached a cable station
did not move them.
were stubborn,, but polite, tail
-

sev-

eral large mercantile establishments; the 3elen Patent Roller Mill, capacity 150 barrels daily; large winery ; three hotels, restaurants, etc.,

Belen is the largest shipping point

railroad

Its importance as a great commercial
city in the near future cannot be estimated.
Mexico,
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with
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ranh.
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The Belen Town and Improvement Company
finally even (die gfive up tReHluuavor

and contented herself with sighing
loudly from the depths of a deck ehaii
as she watched Howie pace the deck.
Howie had his band in a bandage,
explaining lightly that he had barely
been scratched by a bullet in the fight,
and Marcla followed him about the
deck with her sympathetic glance,
though it was not until evening that
she broke the conversational Ice.
The full moon was Just rising out of
the sea as she came toward tfie spot
where lie was leaning against tbo rail.
"Does your band hurt very much?" she
asked, trying to make her voice sound
cold and polite.
"Not very much," was the indifferent
answer. "That Is the least of my troubles."
"It Is very awkward," she conceded,
"to have your boat seized."
"I don't care about the boat," he disclaimed. "Tbey are welcome to the
Irene for ail I care. She would only
serve to remind me of you, and 1 must
put you out of my heart if I can."
"Do you care so much?" she asked
wonderlngiy. "You did not seem to
mind yesterday."
"1 had some hope yesterday," he declared. "I realize uow that there is

upon it.

presently she bore down upon him, the
light of virtuous Indignation firing her

chnroh-e- ;

Club; a population of 1,500 people;

heart ne'er won fair lady,' "
she quoted. He grasped ber hand.
"Do you mean that, Marcla?" he demanded.
"Perhaps Aloutague is a little stilted," she conceded. "It Is a very silly
thing to quarrel over, anyway." .
"And you are willing to make up'"
For answer she slipped her hand
within bis bandaged member. The
ring finger shone white and bare Iu
the moonlight. She slipped the ring

STOOD.

streets, with alleys 20 feot

shade trees; pnblic school house, costing $16,000;

OYER

d

1,000 luiaineHB and residence lots, size 25x140 feet, laid

LIMITED EXPRESS,

FAST

FREIGHT TRAINS OP TUH SANTA FE WILL

Belen Town-anImprovement
Company
are owners of the

Old Mexico.

none."
" 'Faint

THB CREW HAD GATHERED AND
SUIilEN FACED.

leading

East and West from Chicago, Kansas City, Galveston and
points East to 8an Franfiisoo,T;oa Angeles, El Paso and

word.

ALL

The

re-tr-
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Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico.
Located on Helen Cut-of- f
of Santa Fe R'y

"I was a very silly girl, Fred," she
said penitently. "I do not deserve forgiveness."
"We never get our Just deserts," he
laughed, "and, besides, I should not
have poked fuu at Montague."
Mrs. Lorraine came up the cotnpau-lonwaJust In time to see two heads
close together. Marcla saw her first.
"It's all right, mother," she laughed.
"It was all a mistake."
With a sickening sense of defeat, the
elder woman turned and went back to
the cabin, With her band still in his.
.
Howie went forward to the
"It's all right," be said quietly.
"Head back for ,tbe course."
The man at the wheel touched his
cap respectfully and swuug the wheel.
Marcla started.
"And you have been In command all
the time?" she demanded.
"Not exactly," be declared.
"But the mutiny" she persisted.
"Made to order," he admitted. ''When
your mother espoused your cause I
mucould see that nothing less than
tiny would clear the air. You said
yourself 'Faint heart ne'er' won fair
lady.' "
"Poor mother," sighed Marcia. "I
don't think you will make an ideal
wheel-bouse-

'

."

"But a' good husband," he insisted,
"and the head of the house,"
"Poor mother," said Marcla again.
Spider In HUtory.
Spiders have played a greater part
In history than most people are aware
of. Everybody knows how the perseverance of a spider encouraged Robert
Bruce to regain his kingdom of Scotland, but not so many know that, according to Jewish tradition, a spider
saved David's life. Saul was hunting
for blm, and his soldiers approached a
cave where David was bidden. Shortly before, however, a spider had spun
her web at the mouth of the cave, and
the soldiers, taking it for granted that
If he had taken refuge In the cave be
must have broken the web, departed,
forgetting the web might have been
spun after as well as before his entrance..
Frederick William was king of Prussia, and an attempt was made to
blm with a cup of chocolate. By
chance a spider fell Into the cup, and
for this reason the monarch gave the
chocolate to a dog, who immediately
died,' Inquiry was made, with the result that the cook was banged, and a
large spider wrought fn gold now
decorates one of the chief rooms of the
Winter palace at Potsdam in memory
of the king's escape."
pot-so-

Duly

"Not that young fellow wbniias neon
calling on you lately?"
"Yes'ra; he's the one."
"Tint
l.ttvi
1. 1. tincA
.11, , O IMI.lt
IJIIU ..nln
UUb Jviii
UlllJ
few days."
"Three week come Thursday," corrected Martha,
"Do you think that is long enough to
know a man before taking such an Important step?"
"Well," answered Martha, with spirit,
"'tain't 's If he was some new feller.
He's well recommended. A perfectly
lovely girl I know was engaged to him
for a long time." Everybody's

r

The Mexican Central lias recentlj
placed on sale tickets to New York and
return, going via the Mexican Centra!
to either Vera Cruz or Tamploo,
thence via the famous Ward Steam
i.!p Una to New York. The return
will be by rail over any line to El
Paso. The entire trip, covering thou
sands of miles, Havana, Cuba, and its
famous Moro Castle, Newport, and n
dozen of the largest cities of the Uni
ted Slates, can be made for $122.50. A
more delightful trip can not be
r
planned, as
privileges arc
allowed and the tickets are good foi
one year from the date of sale. The
trip includes the City of Mexico, the
"Paris of America." Further infor
emi Ion can be secured by addressing
A. Dulohery, Commercial Agent, E1
Paso, Texas, or W. D. Murdock, As
sistnnt General Passenger Agent, (lit;

All.
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Age of Bird.
The doctrine of vegeterlaulsm appears to be slightly shaken by the result of an investigation that an English newspaper has made Into the subject of the longevity of birds. With
one notable exception the carrion, or
meat feeding birds, are the longer
lived. The exception is the swau. The
average ages of some of the best
known birds are given in the following: Blackbird lives 12 years, blackcap 15,' canary 24, crane 24, crow 100,
eagle 100, fowl, common, 10; goldfinch
IS, goose 50, heron 59, lark 13, linnet
23, nightingale 18, parrot CO, partridge
15, peacock 24, pelican 50, pheasant 15,
pigeon 20, rave: 100, robin 12, skylark
80, sparrow hawk 40. swan 100, thrush
10 and wren S years.

When Boston
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Santa Fe Central Railway System
SUNSHINE ROUTE,

if you want anything on farth
a New .Mexican
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MASONIC.

Montezuma Ixdge No
F. & A. M. Regu
lar communication first
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at 7:30
1, A.

P. m.
H. V. STEPIIRVn,

W. M.

ALAN It. McCOttD, Cecy.

Ay

A

Santa Ve Oommandory No
Regular conclave
fourth Monday In each
month at Masonic Hall al
1, K. T.

w- 1,111
:30 p.m.
W. E, C1RIFFIN, B, C.
W. H. KENNEDY, Recorder.

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1,
Uth degree, Ancient and Accepted
Rlto of Scottish Fres Masonry meets
on Ihe third Saturday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock In the evening tn
Masonic Hall, south side ot Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Free Masons are
cordially Invited to attend.
CHARLES FRANKLIN EASLEY, 82.
Venerable Master
PERCY FRANCIS KNIGHT, 14, Sec.
I. O. O. F.

Santa Fe Iodge, No. 2, ! O. O. F.,
meets every Thursday evening in Odd
Fellows' Hall, San Francisco itreet
Visiting brothers welcome.
MAX K ALTER, N. (1.
DAVID L. MILLER, Secy.

Fonr Day In tbe Vrar.
There are but four days In tbe year
when the sun and clock exactly corIn other words, there are but
respond.
four days of the 365 in which the sun
Is directly south at noon.

mMMwmmi mm
s

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES

Irate Duck
Excuse nie, sir, but
would you mind stepping off my foot?
I wish to get oul at ibe next comer.
Mr. Beetle Oh, ihm's all right, boss
That's my conw too. Woman's Home
Companion.

corporations would be Injurious to
their liberties." Further on It Is stated
that "this towii is the headquarters of
federalism In politics and TTnltarlanlsra
In religion."
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Yonng.
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If you cannot, afford to pay for a
dally paper, subscribe for the Weeklj
New Mexleaft Review and get the
cream of tbe week'a doings.- It Is a
good paper tn fiend to rniirni lendn.

8. SPITZ, II. P.
ARTHUR 81SLIGMAN, Becy.

A book published In 1817 Informs us
that the fare by steamer from New
York to New London, Conn., was $7,
Including board. The distance Is given
as 140 miles and the time twenty-on- e
hours. The same book tells us that
Boston Is not yet a city, "because tbe
people fear that the power Invested In

.ITEAM8HIP

I

p. m.

Phonetic Dlxlple.

SERVICE,

(1 ATE WAV.

liUiSH
rrrr

of Mexico.

Sunta Fe Chapter, No.
1, U. A. M. Regular
convocation 2nd Monday ot each month at
Masonic Hall at 7: SO

Hl

v,a TOUflANCfi

FAST PASSENGER AND FREIGHT
TO ALL PARTS OF THE WORLr

stop-ove-

Ruling gwitxerlnnd.
In Switzerland they have no Idea
that they are essentially Idiots and
must have great men and superior and
divinely gifted intellects to rule them
and tell them what to do about their
Olfleer It's no use you biding, sir.
affairs. They do not think much of must have votir name and address
"ruling" In Switzerland nor much of
the Idea of divinely gifted Intellects.
All are great men in Switzerland, and
A Stove
Lifter.
one Is as great and as divinely gifted
as another. To the Swiss mind the
great men are those tbat do something
In science or literature, like Agassiz or
De SattsBure; but they have no particular fancy to be "ruled" by anybody,
however great. You will find many an
Intelligent Swiss tbat cannot tell you
the name of the president of Switzerland. He knows the name of the president of the United States, always, but
he does not know who is at the head
of his own country. Not because the
interest he takes in bis political affairs
Is small, for It Is very great; but because who may be presideut of Switzirvt.
erland Is not Important. Whoever he
la, he amounts to notbiug, be effects
nothing, he "rules" nothing. The only
rulers of Switzerland are the Swiss
people. Everybody's Magazine.

KNIGHTS OF PYTHIAS.

Connection at Torrance, New Mexico, with El Paso & Southwestern
and Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railways. At Kennedy and 8anta Fe.
New Mexico, with the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railway. At Santa F
with the Denver A Rio Grsnde Railroad.
Special attention given to handling of passengers and freight.
Route your freight via the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific Railway, vlj
Torrance, New Mexico.
Your business respectfully solicited.
W, H. ANDREWS,
S. B. QRIMSHAW,
Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
Asst. to Pres. and Gen. Mgr.
FRANK OIBERT,
Asst. Sec'y and Treas.
A. L. GR1MSHAW,
J. P. LYNG,
Trav. Freight and Pasu. Agt.
City Freight and Pass, Agt,
General Offices, Santa Fe, New Mexico.

e

Rubber Stamps
WHEN YOU FIND YOURSELF WRITING THE
SAME THING FREQUENTLY IN THE COURSE OF
YOUR BUSINESS, REMEMBER A RUBBER STAMP
WILL SAVE YOU A GREAT DEAL OF TiME. BUSY
PEOPLE ARE USING RUBBER STAMPS MORE
now THAN EVER BEFORE 3ECAUSE THEY SAVE

TIME, AND TIME IS MONEY THESE DAYS.
PRICE-LIS-

T

15o
Stamp, not over 2$ inches long
Each additional line on same stamp, 10c.
e
Stamp, over 2 J and not over 3 J inches long. .20c
Each additional lino on same stamp, 15c
One-liStamp, over 3$ and not over 5 inches long. . . .?6c
Each additional line on same stamp, 20c.
lo
e
Stamp, over 6 inches long, per inch
Each additional line, same price.
Curved lines on Stamp count as two lines.
Borders of all shapes, nnder 3 inches long way, 25c ertra.
Larger sizes at proportionate pricea.
inch in size, we charge
lf
Where type nsed is over
for one line for each one-ha-lf
inch or fraction.
DATES, ETC.
Local Dater, any town and date for ten years
$1.00
10c
jedger Dater, month, day and year in
85c
Regular line, Dater
'. .$1.50
Defiance or Model Band Dater
Fac Simile Signatures, Rubber Stamp and Wood Cut, 1.50
i 1.00
Pearl Check Protector '.
t.
SELF INKING STAMP PADS.
Iix2, 10c; 2x3J, 15c; 2x3, 25c; 21x4, 35c; 3x6, 50c;
4ix7J, ?ic.
Ono-lin- o

One-lin-

ne

The t5th of April ami the 17th of June ro- -'
member.
August 31 and Sttli of December.
On these four days (and none elee In the

.

a.

...

S

--

year.)

The sun and clock bnth the same time
declare.

jmLi. I

JtM

t

V- -

New York Herald.

Evidence to Prove.

Tile Jllraele.
Woodland
What is the difference between a wonder and a miracle? Lorain Well, if you'd touch me for $5
And I'd lend It to you it would be a
wonder. Woodland
That's so. Lorain
-- And If yon returned It that would be
a miracle.

Santa Fe Lodge, No. 2, Knights o!
Pythias. Regular meeting every first
and third Tuesday evenings at 8
o'clock, Castle Hall temporarily with
Odd Fellows, San Francisco street.
Visiting Knights given a cordial and
fraternal welcome.
PAUL A. F. WALTER. C. C.
J. S. CANDELARIO, K. R. 8.
R. H. BOWLER, Master of Flnanca.
B.

P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodt,e, No. 480, B. P. O. .,
'iolds its regular session on the second
and fourth Wednesdays of each month.
Visiting brothers are invited and wel
NORMAN L. KINO, I. R.
come.
A. J. FISCHER, Secy.

Hail Her Gaeutnc '
.
wonder If Mr. Smartly
Margie
meant to give me a left handed complisaid
ment? Rita-WMargie-- He
these artificial flowers I am wearing
just match my hair.
1

hy?

Well Hcrommtndeil.
Discontent Is tbe want of self reli.The buxom maid bad been hinting
that Bhe did not think much of work- ance. It is Infirmity of
ing out, and this, In conjunction with
the nightly appearance of a rather
The trouble with people who lay
sheepish young man, caused her mistress much apprehension. ...
something by for a rainy, day Is that
see"Martha, is It possible that you are they seem to take such delight In
ing other people out in the wet New
thinking of getting married?"
"Xag'm." admitted. Martha,. bJuaUag. YwkTlwes- will.-Emer- aon.

.

.

Hefoi--

.

FRATERNAL UNION.
cLui Fe Lodge, No. 259, Fraternal
Union of America. Regular meetings
first and third Mondaya In each month
Yes, they say that every- at 8 o'clock p. m.. Odd Fellows' Hall,
Brown
Fra1
thing Smith earns goes on his wife's San Francisco street. Visiting
efs welcome.
WICK.
Jones Well, evidently be does not
R. L. BACa, Vaternal Matter.
U.UVU,
DAVID QONZALH3, Secy.
kUGOIl Q MONTOYA, Treat.

One-lin-

one-ha-

........
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SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.
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BUTCHS!

BAS,

GI0CEHS,

GONE TO THAT HOUSE,
"ETERNAL IN HEAVENS"

perinlfcwlon to sell certain real estate,
An order to that effect was entered.
In the same county In the case of
James Goodwin a similar order wnR

Nils. John C. Belcomb, of Raton, Joins

entered.
A suit has been brought in the first
judicial district court for Rio Arriba
County by the McCord Mercantile
Company of St. Joseph, Missouri,
against E, R. Hunter In assumpsit for
the recovery of $46.70 claimed to be
due on an open aocount.
A suit has been filed in the nrst
Judicial district court for Santa e
County, entitled C. W. Astler versus
Antonio Ortiz, sheriff. It is a suit in
replevin for the recovery of a hay
horse and a set of harness.

CO.

CARTWRIGHT-DAVI- S

Silent Majority Former
dent of Santa Fe.

250 San Francisco Street,
Grocery Telephone No. . Meat Market Telephone No. 40
No.

ICE CREAM.

Jello Ice Cream powder makes It
easy to have Ice cream at will. No
cooking, just add a package to a quart
of milk and freeze, 2 packages for
25 cents.
FERNDELL SOAP.
Ferndell toilet soap should retail at
25 cents for a box of three bars. In
order to Introduce quickly we are selling at 20 cents per box.

of laundry starch put up in three 11)
boxes which we offer at twenty cents
per box. That's probably less than

you're paying.
GOOD CIGARS CHEAP.
order to sell them quick we offer
our present stock of Lillian Russell
dgars at $1.50 for a box of 50. This
is a regular standard cigar which sells
the country over at five cents.
In

PET CREAM.
There Is no brand of canned cream
that gives better satisfaction than the
PET. We have It In three sizes at 5.
It Is pure and the
.i and 12
natural navor is retained.
RASPBERRIES.
Denver grown raspberries are now
coming forward ti good condition and
at reasonable prices. Better buy now
if you wish any to put up.

After a lingering and Insidious
ness, Mrs. John C. Belcomb, a young
; matron
well known in Santa Fe, died
at 5 o'clock yesterday afternoon at
ICED TEA.
- CEYLON TEA is doubtless the best her home In Raton. A telegram refor iced tea. We have a good one In ceived here In the early evening conbulk at 35 cents per pound. We also veyed the sad intelligence. The detwenty-eigh- t
years
carry in packages Cnase and San- ceased was about
of age and leaves a daughter motherand
Monsoon
LIpton's.
born's,
less in Infancy besides the bereaved
husband.
HIGH GRADE COFFEE.
Mrs. Belcomb formerly resided In
We especially recommend the coffee Santa Fe, and In maidenhood was
Robertson. She
Pamela
of Chase and Sanborn. We carry a Miss
two years
about
was
here
married
number of blends.
ago to Mr. Belcomb who was at that
5 pound sacks towel blend, $1.15.
time employed as a civil engineer by
Each sack makes a good towel.
the Santa Fe Central Railway, which
5 pound Milk Pail blend. $1.2.r. packposition he held up to the time of his
removal to Raton. Prior to her mar
ed In a good milk can.
riage, the young woman was connect
pound White pnekaee, 25c.
led with the editorial department of
r,c.
2
for
1
pound Yellow package,
the New Mexican, and she was a
1 pound Maroon package, 30c.
'.favorite In the younger element oi
1
society In Santa Fe. She was a rela
pound Green package, 35c.
of Associate Justice William H.
tive
10c.
I pound Gray package,
of the Territorial Supreme Court,
The White package Is a pleasing Pope
She resided in this city probably two
yelblend of mild drinking coffees; the
years before her marriage, having
low package a good Salvador; the Ma- come here from Charleston, South
roon package a fancy Marcaibo; the Carolina.
pack-agSanta Fe friends will join with the
green a good Java; and the Gray
is a Fancy Murk .,jva, and prob- residents of her home community In
ever extendlne svmnatJhy to the young hus
ably the best drlnklns coffee
brought to Santa Fe. We also carry band In his hour of poignant grief,
this coffee in bulk and in five and ten Frances, the baby daughter, is one
year old.
pound cans.
The .remains will be brought ihere
SEAL Bit AND COFFER, per lb. 40c.
Tor burial. The funeral will take place
tomorrow afternoon at 3 o'clock from
OLD DUTCH CLEANSER.
the Presbyterian Church. Interment
It chases dirt, and being In a pow- will he In Falrvlew Cemetery.
scours,
Scrubs,
handled.
Is
der
easily
cleans and polishes. Will not Injure
the hands, nov scratch or mar wood, FATAL STABBING
marble or metal, price 10 cents. In
AFFRAY IN TAOS
large siftins top cans.
No Bloody Military Operations Yet
Wool At 18 Cents Per
Pound.
111-- 1
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HI ir.HES & DELGADO.

lM..ii.

Estate
Insurance and Real
with small

We ha ve some choice property fnr

rare bargains for the wealthy.
nffi
Rldpof Piaza.

wat

J

capital and also
the person
Let us show you our list o! property,
:
:
Santa Fe N. M.
:
:

JF. N.

W. AEERS.

TOWNSEND.

"THE CLUB"
The old established line of goods formerly carried at
"Our Tlace" has been added to our stock. We buy our
absolute
goods in government bond and can guarantee
Side entrance
in
poTinertinTi,
club
Tnoms
Elegant
purity.
to Coronado Hotel.

AKERS

&

TOWNSEND, Proprietors.
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EADQUARTERS
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Union

End Next
Session
Meeting In Berlin,

Final Judgments in Favor of the San
ta Fe Mercantile Company
Rendered,

Pr '

Having returned from Denver and
the Elks' convention, A. M. Bergere,
clerk of the first judicial court has
buckled down to business again, and
is engrossed in the work that piled
up during his absence.
In the case of the Santa Fe Mer
cantile Company versus the London &
Lancashire Fire Insurance Company
of Liverpool, et al., judgments have
been rendered against the defendants
and the judgments are now being
paid into court. Clerk Bergere has
already received about $9,200, and a
Other
large amount Is yet to come.
cases in the jurisdiction of this court
are as follows:
In Rio Arriba County T. D. Burn
has filed a suit against J. M. Archu
leta, Jr., to recover a balance due the
plaintiff of $48 on a breach of contract
for the payment of sheep. In the same
county Mr. Burns is "also the plaintiff
in a suit brought against the Archuleta, Mercantile Company on a note for

Maanfactarer Of

BLANK BOOKS AND LEDGERS.
New Mode j.

uasssiMB

HO FOR THE
BEST SPRINGS ON EARTH
Good Road via Espanola, N. M.,

1533.33.

In the first Judicial district court
for San Juan County an application
was filed by Lillie A. Johnson .administratrix, to be appointed as the guardian of three minor children and for

ALL HOTEL ACCOPlFpATIOJIS
SULPHUR SPIRNGS, N- - M.
J. W. MALETTE, MANAGER.

Inter-Parll-

Inter-Parlt-

Com-plaint- s

DISTRICT COUR'

Mercantile Stationery

Santa Fe,

Recommended By

War Department Has Only Two
In Three Years Cases
of Necessity,

IN THE JUDICIAL

U tk PUee

TO DEFINE A
CONTRABAND OF WAR

London. July 25. The
mentary Union concluded Its session
The decision as to the time
today.
and place for the next conference was
left in the hands of ithe .international
council. It is expected the next con
ference will be held In Berlin,
The conference of the
mentary Union, after a prolonged de
bate, today adopted the following
resolutions: The
Union expressed the view that the
second Hague conference should, first,
by treaty, define ft contraband of war
as being restricted to arms, munitions
of war and explosives.
Second, to reassert and confirm the
principle that neither a ship carrying
contrabands of war, nor other goods
aboard such a ship not being a contraband of war, may be destroyed.
Third, to affirm that even belliger
ents' private property should be as
immune at sea as In Its own land.- The conference also adopted a reso
lution In favor of a discussion by the
Hague conference of a' means to cut
down the "Intolerable expenditure on
armanenits."
The delegates were entertained at
luncheon nt the House of Lord. Mr.
Bryan made the hit of the occasion
Special to the New Mexican.
with a brilliant piece of word painting,
24.
Two boys, describing the glories of peace, his
Taos, N. M., July
one the son of the Widow Vigil, living test being that a noble life Is better
a couple of miles out of town, the than a death on the battle field.
other his friend, named Diego and oth
Prolonged applause greeted Mr.
er boys, were fishing In Pueblo Creek
oratorical effort.
Jrynn's
In
a
quar
Monday when they engaged
rel. Diego stabbed young Vigil who
died within a few minutes. An In CLEVER DEAL IN
quest was held at the court house with
PANAMA BONDS
the result of reaching no conclusion,
to
but adjourned for other witnesses
Poor Clerk Bids in Five Million Dolbe called.
lars Worth Can Now Sell OpMrs. Stevenson, of the Bureau of
tion Making $3,850,
Anthropology is here, camped near
town. Her secretary has gone to
New York, July 25. The idenlty of
Washington. An involutary armistice
exists between the Anthropologists Samuel Byerley, a successful bidder
and the Indians. There is no prob for five million dollars of the new
Panama Canal two per cent bonds
ability of open hostilities or active
was learned" yesterday. He is a clerk
at
an
date,
early
military operations
In the accounting department of the
as was feared for a while.
Is
head American Express Company. The genNews of the railroad which
eral opinion is that Byerley is taking
lng for Taos Valley from Raton has a
little flyer which has cost him
the road graded to Moreno Creek, 18
more tangible than nerve. Un
A party nothing
t':i!ea from Ellzabethtown.
no money need
last der the terms of sale
of surveyors were near Taos
1st. Byerley
until
be
August
put
up
week, but. little could be learned from made four bids
from $104,125
ranging
them.
The syndicate that gets
Taos Valley, the sleeping beauty of to $103,867.
half of the $30,000,000 worth of bonds
from
to
awaken
about
poems
valleys,
put up the price orr them yesterday
its slumber of a thousand years.
of $104.40. It was ciphered by bond
is
here
wool
Considerable
coming
that should Byerley sell his
and Is bought by the merchants at experts
at 104 he would clear up $2
option
IS centa rer pound for best qualities.
850 without putting up a cent.
Peaehfts, apricots and plums are at
so beginning to come In.
The rains have been sufficient al FEW VIOLATIONS
though not all that could be desired
8 HOUR DAY
from the farmer's standpoint.

1
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A. HCGHES.

Resi-
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STARCH.
We have secured a small quantity

IFVI
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NEW ADDRESS
(Continued From Pago One)
tr death hero today, and the assassins
have escapeil.
Salamatoff, who was assistant to
chief of Gendarmes of the Province of
Warsaw, had been active in repressive
measures. He was walking In the
street about noon when attacked by
two men who stabbed him several
times and then, as he sank to the
ground in a dying condition, walked
quickly away in different directions,
no spectators trying to stop them.
Arresting Jews Who Defend Them-- j
selves.
Odessa, July 25. This city Is comparatively quiet today. About seventy
Jews have been arrested on suspicion
of belonging to a self defense organi
zation. In the disturbances yesterday
two Jews were killed, seventeen were
wounded and twenty-'seveshops were

Session.
St. Petersburg, July 25. Prince Dol- ?oroulioff's permanent parliament com-

mittee held several sessions today but
the greatest secrecy is observed to
prevent the government from getting
wind of the decisions. Meantime government notes, Inspired by Premier
Stolypln, are being busily issued, assuring the public of the government's
honorable intentions to continue the
liberal regime, but. the fair words fall
on deaf ears.
May Be. General Strike July 28.
Moscow, July 25. It is reported, but
not confirmed that the workmen's
council has decided 1n favor of a
general strike, to begin July 28th.
Bolstering Up Russia's Bonds.
St. Petersburg, July 25. Not a word
of the military disorders Is now per- milited to. he published. The Rech today says a financial crash Is impend
ing as the government is resorting ,to
Count Witte's old system by which
millions are used in Berlin. and Paris
as well as St. Petersburg to bolster
In the provup the Russian bonds.
inces suppression of newspapers and
the arrest of agitators continue un
abated. Up to the present time there
Is no evidence of .the
expected general
rising of peasantry but news travels
slowly in this country.
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YEAR BEGINS SEPT. 3, 1906.
BROTHER E. LEWIS President.

DENVER & ftIO GRANDE
3

"Scenic Line of the World."

SHORTEST AND QUICKEST LINE
zrzzz-TODENVER, PUEBLO AND COLORADO SPRINGS
AND ALL COLORADO POINTS

Et

and WmL
Connection at Denver with all line
Time aa Quick and Rate aa Low at Other Line.
PULLMAN SLEEPERS, DINING CARS, TOURIST
CARS, AND CHAIR CARS, on all Through Train.
No Tiresome Delay at Any Station.
For XllttitMtca Advertising Matter or Iofonaatiott AddreM:
S. K. HOOPER, 6. P. ind T. A., DENVERCOLORADO, or
A.

S. BARNEY, T. P. A., SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

9z

Captain Fred Pornoff of the New
Mexico Mounted Police today received
a telegram from Lieutenant Ciprlano

i'aca at El Paso stating that the officer had arrested a man known as
"Babe" Huff near Estes, Socorro County and had taken him to El Paso
where he turned him over to officers
from McCuIlough County, Texas. The
man is ranted there on a charge of
larceny ef cattle.

MARKET. REPORT.
MONEY AND METALS.
2
Money on call easy
per cent.

22

Prime Mercantile paper 5
Silver 65
New York, July 25. Lead and copper dull end unchanged.
St. I.otiis, July 25. Speltier
quiet
5.92

PORK, LARD AND RIBS.

GRAIN,

lUBLSSHERS

"

July,
Chicago, July 25. Wheat,
751-2- ;
Sept. 70
Com, July 51
Sept. 51
Oats, July 35
Sept. 33
Pork, Sept. $17.22
Lard, July $8.85; Sept. $8,921-2- .
Ribs, July $9.15; Sept. $9,171-2

RENTERS..
BINDERS

Sole Makers for New Mexico of the

Celebrated Frey Patent
FLAT

:

OPENING

BLANK

;

FE, NEW

A GOOD

MEXICO.

Chamberlain's

t

BOOK.

SQUARE

MEAL.

Colic, Cholera & Diarrhea Remedy

'

J. M.

Almost ever family hu need
reliable remedy for colic or
of
diarrhea at tome time during the
'
;
year.
This remedy is recommended
by dealers who have sold it (or
many yean, and know its value.
It has received thousands of

'

At-- 1
i
M

V1

j

-i-

.Opals and Turquois
In-

:

Makes a man feel at peace with the
whole world. You ca get It at the
Bon Ton Hotel and Lunch Counter,

mm
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SEPIBMBB R 6, 190S.

It

hu

been prescribed by

Telephone No. 30.

Office Honrs
1

to

3

:

p. m.; except Wednesday

ard Sunday.

PRIVATE HOSPITAL
First class accommodations for
; limited number of patients

phy-

sicians with the most satutactorjr
results.
It hu often saved life before
medicine could have been sent for
et a physician summoned. It only costs a quarter. Can
you afford to risk so much for at
Ettle?
BUY IT NOW.

DIAZ, M. D.

202 Water Street.

testimonials from grateful people.

CURIOS AND CrflMAYO AND NAVAHO INDIAN BLANKETS.

o o

$7.75..

i

-
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Lieutenant Baca of Mounted Police,
Takes Prisoner to El Paso
Wanted in Texas.

J. S. CANDELARIO, PROP.
301303 San Francisco St.

Drawn Work, Baskets, Pottery and
dian Curios In the United 8taes.

-

'

ALLEGED CATTLE
THIEF ARRESTED

STORE

for the Beit
sortment of

j

Parliament Committee in

THE ORIGINAL

We Am Headquarter!

j

Washington, July 25, It. ia said at $9.20.
the war department that there have
WOOL MARKET.
been but two complaints during the
St, Louis, July 23. Wool steady,
the
of
last three years of violations
unchanged.
STOCK MARKET.
eight hour law by government contractors. The last occurred at Fort
Atchison 901-4- ; pfd. 100.
Wingate, New Mexico, where house
New York Central 133
mechanics were working ten hours a
Pennsylvania 128
Southern Pacific 73
day but the contractor complained
that there was a real emergency for
Union Pacific 148
pfd. 94.
this as it was necessary to rush the
Amalgamated Copper 98
work and have his materials In hand
Steel 30
pfd. 1041-4- .
and brought up before all transportatLIVE STOCK.
ion facilities were absorbed by the
Kansas City, July 25. Cattle relarge movements of troops attending ceipts 10,000, steady to 10 cents lowmaneuvers.
er; native steers $46.25; southern
steers $2.755; southern cows $2
3.50; native cows and heifers $25.50;
UNIFORMITY IN
stackers and feeders $2.504.75; bulls
STEEL RAILS
$2.104; calves $2.505.50; western
fed steers $3.506; western fed cows
A
25.
general meeting $2.504.50.
London, July
Inof the members of the American
MutSheep receipts 6,000
stitute of Mining Engineers was held tons $4.75$5.80; Lambs steady.
$5.50$7.30;
here today under the presidency of Range Wethers $5$6; Fed Ewes
Robert W. Hunt of Chicago.
Many $4.25$G.40; Fed Ewes $4.25$5.25.
members of the British Iron and Steel
Chicago, July 25. Cattle receipts
Institute also attended. In on address 22,000 steady to 10 cents lower. Beeves
Mr. Hunt surveyed
the progress $3.80$6.40; Cows and Heifers $1.25
achieved by metallurgy. A. Ladd'Col-by- ,
$5.30; Stackers and Feeders $2.50
of New York, In a paper, advocated
$4.25; Texans $4.25$5.20; Calves
an International standard by which the $5 $7; Sheep receipts 16,000 steady.
Lambs $4.75
quality of steel rails can he
Sheep $2.90$5.50;

SANTA

:

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

j

wrecked.

Permanent

You'll Have to Hurry!

OLD i CURIO

St. Michael's College

TO RUSSIAN PEOPLE

:LORETTO ACADEMY

A lady Just from Mexico arrived In
Santa Fe yesterday with a beautiful
assortment, of Mexican drawn work.
She needed money and we" bought all
she had, Come aulck-anget the'
first pick.

JULY 25, 1906.

WEDNESDAY,

.

New operating rooms completely
equipped with modern Instru-

ments. Faradle, galvanlr
and static electricity.
and Radiographic, work.'
Violet Rays, Phototherapy,
Oeone Generator, Etc.

